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HISTORY
ELVIS EXPERIENCE
Elvis Presley, the greatest legend of rock‘n’roll, marked the 20th century, but also the history of Le Capitole theatre
in Quebec City from its grand reopening 20 years ago…
It all began with the creation of Elvis Story, which became the most popular variety show in the history of Quebec
City show business. It was presented from 1995 to 2007, and again in 2009 and 2010 at Le Capitole de Québec. This
show told the story of the greatest star of rock‘n’roll, from his humble beginnings to his death in 1977. It was
presented over 1,500 times around the world, in Canada, France, the United States, Japan and China in front of
nearly 1.7 million spectators.
Following this phenomenal success, LCQ Productions has concentrated its efforts to develop a new large-scale
production entirely devoted to Elvis’ unforgettable Las Vegas years. Accompanied by 24 musicians and 8 backup
singers, the incomparable Martin Fontaine takes you back to the early 1970s, portraying Elvis Presley at the peak of
his career, allowing the spectator to relive the exciting experience of attending a concert given by the King at the
Las Vegas Hilton.
The Elvis Experience show was sold out at Le Capitole theatre for the summers 2013 to 2016. Besides having been
presented in other theaters, such as at the Casino du Lac-Leamy, the entire production also flew to Paris in
December of 2014 to offer five representations for the Parisian audience in the mythical Palais des Sports theatre.
The show’s phenomenal success piqued the curiosity of Priscilla Presley, who traveled to Québec City in July of 2014
to attend a representation. She was very impressed:
« I thought I was sitting in Vegas watching the real show, in my usual box, like I used to.
It took me a while to realize that I was not in Vegas, but in Quebec! »
« I thought it was extremely thorough as spectacle, refined. Martin has done a tremendous job. I cannot
even tell you how much he has pleasantly surprised me. This is the first time I saw someone who was not
trying to imitate or pay tribute to him, but played it as an actor. We see that he has studied Elvis in his gestures,
in his voice. »
After weeks of negotiations, Martin Fontaine, Jean Pilote and the entire production team were successful, and an
agreement was signed to bring Elvis Experience to Las Vegas. The show was in residence for a five-week run at the
Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino, the very same venue where Elvis Presley himself performed more than
600 sold-out concerts! This show-stopping performance in the Entertainment Capital of the World preceded two
more seasons at Le Capitole de Québec (summers 2015/2016) as well as a first foray into the Montreal market in
March of 2016. In the summer of 2017, Martin Fontaine and his team took the show on the road for a total of
21 performances accross the province of Quebec and in Ottawa.
On August 16th, 2017, on the 40th anniversary of the death of Elvis Presley, LCQ Productions celebrated this sad
anniversary in a great way by presenting for one night only, ELVIS EXPERIENCE SYMPHONIQUE. For this unique
event, Martin Fontaine was surrounded by 80 musicians and choir singers, including those of the prestigious
Orchestre symphonique de Québec.

CRITICS
A RESOUNDING SUCCESS IN QUEBEC...
“A captivating show;
chills guaranteed”.
Le Journal de Québec

“It’s the experience of
the summer to be seen
again and again!”
Rouge FM

“We were treated to the same spectacular
stage production as in Vegas”.
La Presse
“It’s magical… Disconcerting…
It really feels as though you’re
in Vegas in the 70s!”
CFOM 102,9

“It was a pleasure to dive headfirst into
the frenzy surrounding the King, with
Martin Fontaine who is at the height
of his power!”
Astral media

“It was back to the future, a great
night, a terrific experience”.
CFOM 102,9

“As in a dream, I was taken back to the 70s, and it
was a wonderful experience.”
Destination Ville de Québec

“This show deserves a
perfect score.”
Info-Culture.biz
“Martin Fontaine is stunning in
the King’s clothes.”
CFOM 102,9

…AND IN FRANCE
“The resemblance to the original astonishes (...) Life,
aesthetics and the artist's work are perfectly respected...”
France Soir Plus
“One of the assets of the show is indeed its perfect
authenticity (...) An energetic, effective and neat
show that owes much to its main interpreter.”
Aujourd’hui en France

“The images forever engraved in our unconscious are
recreated with such power that the public is constantly
oscillating between enthusiasm and emotion.”
Le Point
“WHAT A TALENT! Several encores, the crowd was standing and
more excited than we usually see... The French opening night of
Elvis Story, on Wednesday night in Mogador was a triumph.”
Le Parisien

A SHOW THAT ALSO CHARMED PRISCILLA PRESLEY…
“I thought I was sitting in Las Vegas watching
the real show, in my usual box, like I used to. It
took me a while to realize that I was not in
Vegas, but in Quebec!”

“I found that it was extremely complete
as show, polished up. Martin has done
an extraordinary job.”

“This is the first time I saw someone who did not try
to imitate him or to pay tribute to him, but who
played him as an actor. We see that he studied Elvis
in his gestures, in his voice.”

“He literally grabs Elvis. We see that he has
carefully studied him to the point of having
him in his skin, to embody him on stage
with a comfortable ease.”

“... The musical arrangements, as
the costumes were beautiful. They
reproduced the group of the time
very well.”

…AND THE PUBLIC OF LAS VEGAS
“With The Elvis Experience, you deliver a
Las Vegas caliber production. This has
nothing to do with a low quality reproduction
of an Elvis show, performed by a solo artist.”
Robin Leach, Las Vegas Sun

“This is a fabulous and authentic reconstruction
“On opening night, critics won’t say
of the original Elvis show. It’s the big deal.”
that Martin Fontaine impersonates
Mark Waltrip, copropriétaire du Westgate Hotel
Elvis to perfection. They will claim
that Elvis Presley has returned, alive
and well.”
Robin Leach, Las Vegas Sun
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MARTIN FONTAINE ROCKS
THE HOUSE IN LAS VEGAS
THE ELVIS EXPERIENCE SHOW IS VERY WELL
RECEIVED BY THE LAS VEGAS AUDIENCE
PIERRE O. NADEAU
Agence QMI
Martin Fontaine holds all the trump cards in Las Vegas, judging by the
ovation he received on Thursday evening, at the premiere of Elvis
Experience at the Las Vegas Westgate Resort & Casino. The very
enthusiastic response from the top influential people in attendance
is also quite promising.
At the end of his 90-minute performance in the 1,600-seat hall, the
audience literally jumped out of their seats to applaud. Although he
had hardly had time to rehearse with the new group formed by his
Quebec and American musicians, Martin Fontaine came on stage all
fired up, performing Elvis’ greatest hits which are greeted with
shouts of approval by an audience of people who, upon their arrival,
did not really know what to expect.
People were blown away by the magnitude of the production,
including 32 musicians and backup vocals, and the giant projection
screen showing images of Elvis Presley from all angles.
VINTAGE LOOK
The impressive production obviously convinced the crowd with its
faithful recreation of the show Elvis performed on this very stage,
back in the 1970s. Spectators, including several Elvis impersonators,
enjoyed seeing the musicians and backup singers in their vintage
looks, complete with mustaches, wigs and sunglasses.
Putting his savvy to good use, Martin Fontaine did not seem overwhelmed by the larger stage or by his new Sin City audience. He kidded with the public as he always does, and the audience reacted
loudly to his swaying hips. Some spectators even rushed up to the
stage, hoping to grab hold of one of his oh-so-coveted scarves.
“IT'S THE SAME”
“I saw Elvis Presley a dozen times, and I would say that Elvis
Experience is the same: the same energy, the same electricity. It has
long been said that Elvis has left the “building”; but tonight we realize that he has always been there,” enthusiastically commented
David Siegel, CEO of the Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino.
Mr. Siegel booked the show without even seeing it. “I relied on
Graceland and I don’t regret my decision. This show is fantastic and
it’s in Vegas for a long time,” insisted Siegel, who acquired the former
Hilton International two years ago to avoid it being torn down.
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JOE ESPOSITO
Elvis Presley's former tour manager, Joe Esposito, seemed to be
extremely moved. We witnessed this man who accompanied Elvis
until his death, approaching the stage twice, with tears in his eyes.
“This show has absolutely moved me,” he commented, while walking
away.
Moreover, among the many Quebecers attending the premiere, Guy
Robillard says that he made the trip from Sherbrooke especially “to
cheer Martin Fontaine on, because he’s the best in the world.”

CAPTION:
Martin Fontaine won his wager during the Elvis Experience premiere
in Las Vegas. He even managed to move one of the King’s
ex-managers.
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BREAKING THE ICE AND
GETTING THE BALL ROLLING
GENEVIÈVE BOUCHARD
Le Soleil
(Las Vegas) Martin Fontaine had been dreaming about Las Vegas, and
it finally came true on Thursday night during the Elvis Experience
premiere at the Westgate Hotel. The Quebec impersonator broke
the ice in front of a VIP audience, at the center of which sat the
Presley clan: Priscilla, Lisa Marie and her children. The show was
smooth, precise, although in front of a generally subdued and somewhat unemotional audience.
An hour after leaving the stage, and back into his own normal flesh and
clothes, Martin Fontaine seemed relaxed after having finally taken the
first step, proud of the performance he delivered, but also aware that
things could have gone better. “I'm happy because the show went well
and so did the technical aspects. Maybe it was just the audience... I
could have rocked the audience a little more” he stated, toward the
end of the evening. “Maybe it was us, maybe I didn’t bring the right
energy. It was a first, maybe it's always like that,” he added.
For Martin Fontaine, timing is everything. “I felt that the applause
didn’t last long enough, he observed. Maybe we ought to improve
our set list. This was a test, and I can change the show every night.
Elvis is my mentor and my idol and I want to do him justice. It looks
like we’ve still got some work cut out for us.”
The singer and actor spontaneously told the media that he felt that
he had not yet fulfilled his dream on Thursday. “I don’t even feel it,
he noted. But maybe after doing it a couple of times and the show is
flawless, then I'll feel it. Right now, it’s more the artistic director and
the show director speaking. We did a great job, but tomorrow, we'll
do a spot-on show.”
THE OWNER MOVED
While it is true that they were often far from getting thunderous
applause during the Elvis Experience performance on Thursday, this
doesn’t mean that Fontaine’s portrayal left the audience indifferent.
–Women of all ages played the game and rushed to the stage to
catch a teddy bear, a scarf, or even steal a kiss from the Quebec
“King”. Most of the song titles were greeted with shouts of approval,
and the audience gave two standing ovations to the group, one after
an almost epic delivery of Glory, Glory Hallelujah.
Among the generally positive feedback gathered after the show, several audience members said that they had been moved by the concert. Such as one lady who confessed that she found the show “beautiful but sad... because Elvis is gone.” Or a veteran of World War II by
the name of John Brehm, from Colorado, who admitted that he
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teared up several times because of the “beautiful memories” that
came rushing back to him while watching the “King’s” replica, whom
he finds to be extremely true to the original.
If he also made his accomplice and co-producer Jean Driver, to cry“I used half a box of Kleenex tissues that was on the soundboard,” he
said - Martin Fontaine can especially brag about having moved the
Westgate’s owner, David Siegel, a strong ally to have on his side if he
wants his Vegas adventure to continue beyond the five weeks that
are already confirmed.
By early evening, Mr. Siegel had confessed to Le Soleil that he knew
nothing about Martin Fontaine. After the show, he was addicted. “It
took me back 45 years ago, when I saw Elvis for the first time on this
very stage, he said. I did not see any difference. He has done a phenomenal job in personifying Elvis. I even forgot that it was not Elvis himself.”
As for Elvis Experience becoming a permanent show at the Westgate,
David Siegel has not closed the door on this possibility... but he
hasn’t opened it, either.
“We will deliver a permanent Elvis show, he argued. Surely we will
modify it to keep it renewed and fascinating for people who return.
But we will always keep this very level of quality.”
IT WAS ABOUT TIME
Elvis Presley’s daughter, Lisa Marie, did not know much about Martin
Fontaine before Thursday evening. “I've never seen him, but I have
heard only good comments from my mother. I cannot wait to see
him,” she commented on the red carpet just before the premiere of
the Elvis Experience show in Las Vegas. She was nonetheless happy
to see her father’s artistic legacy highlighted by the exhibition and
the show that opened at the Westgate. “It was the right thing to do,
she said. It had to take life here. It should even have been done long
ago. I have great memories from here where I spent so much time.”
While not present for the premiere, their Vegas almost neighbors,
Céline Dion and René Angélil sent kind words to Martin Fontaine “I
received a beautiful flower arrangement, he said. I was extremely
touched. They wrote “It was about time you got here!”

CAPTIONS:
The first Elvis Experience show ran smoothly on Thursday night in Las
Vegas. Although the impersonator Martin Fontaine resumed the role
of Elvis Presley with ease, the public was generally undemonstrative.
Martin Fontaine and his group delivered a faultless performance on the
first Thursday night. However, Fontaine is fully aware that some finetuning will be required in order to get the entire audience on board.
Lisa Marie Presley was present for the premiere, she knew very little
about Martin Fontaine, but her mother, Priscilla, who accompanied
her, had only kind words toward the Quebec “King”.
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“PRESLEYMANIA”
IS BACK IN LAS VEGAS
AN EXHIBITION RECOUNTS MOMENTS FROM
THE “KING’S” PRIVATE AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE
PIERRE O. NADEAU
Agence QMI
Even before the Elvis Experience premiere, Priscilla and Lisa Marie
Presley’s presence quickly rekindled the “presleymania” flame yesterday in Las Vegas!
The King of rock ’n’ roll’s widow and daughter attracted hundreds of
fans to the private opening ceremony, just hours before the show, of
a major exhibition dedicated to Elvis Presley’s memory.
Priscilla first arrived at the Westgate resort chapel, called “Elvis
Presley's Graceland Wedding Chapel” to meet with the Quebec
Press.
Tourists can tie the knot amidst memories and pictures of the “King”.
It was heartwarming to see Priscilla closely observing a replica of her
wedding cake, which is shown on an old picture taken with Elvis,
hanging on the wall.
MARTIN FONTAINE
There are only a few feet between the chapel and the exhibition hall,
and it was impressive to watch the hundreds of people elbowing
each other to be able to watch the mother and family go by.
Priscilla and Lisa Marie kindly played along with the selfie game.
Speaking before an improvised audience, Priscilla encouraged people to visit the exhibition and not to miss the Elvis Experience show,
introducing Martin Fontaine as “a great artist who does not try to
imitate Elvis”.
Incidentally, you don’t have to be an Elvis fan to enjoy the exhibition.
The Elvis Exhibition surprises, as much by its size as by its artistic
quality. It includes hundreds of artifacts, most of which have never
been shown outside of Graceland.
You can find a little bit of everything... and only authentic items:
stage costumes etc.
The journey takes the visitors from Elvis’ early beginnings in
Mississippi, to his prime in Las Vegas, including his Hollywood career.
The tour ($22) ends with the presentation of a 26-minute video, presenting the best of Elvis’ performances.
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There is, of course, a large souvenir shop where you can even purchase a copy of a framed gold record of Love Me Tender, for $169.

CAPTIONS:
Above: the exhibition celebrates the life and career of the “King”.
Opposite: Lisa Marie Presley cuts the ribbon under her mother’s
watchful eye.
Inset: Priscilla Presley.
Everything on our King’s premiere in Las Vegas, Martin Fontaine pictures, interviews and reactions.
Priscilla Presley may well return to Quebec City, this summer.

FIVE QUESTIONS FOR PRISCILLA PRESLEY
With her usual generosity, Priscilla Presley has agreed to meeting
individually with Quebec journalists, allowing them no more than
five minutes each... precisely timed!
Did you ever imagine that one day Elvis Presley would, in any
way, return to his building, some 40 years later?
No, I never did, even in my wildest dreams...
How do you feel on this ground-breaking night in Las Vegas?
Very excited. But also a little nervous. And moved because it brings
back so many memories...
After seeing Elvis Experience last summer in Quebec City, how
do you think Elvis would have felt about Martin Fontaine’s performance?
First, he would have joked, asking who is that guy trying to steal
my job? Seriously, I am sure he would have been as impressed as I
am. I could go even further, he would have been flattered, yes, flattered!
Do you think that the exhibition and the Elvis Experience show
will cause a new generation to take interest in the Elvis Presley
phenomenon?
Good question, because I would say it is kind of the point of the
exercise: to get young people to discover the life of a rock ’n ’roll
“King” through Martin Fontaine’s very convincing performance.
Do you think you will be back in Quebec City this summer for
the opening of Elvis Experience’s third season at Le Capitole de
Québec, next July?
I so loved and appreciated visiting Quebec last year! I can’t say yes
or no at the moment, it will depend on my datebook.
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THE RETURN OF “KING”
GENEVIÈVE BOUCHARD
Le Soleil
“Elvis has left the building.” At the height of the King’s popularity, this
catchphrase was often used by public address announcers following
Elvis’ concerts to disperse audiences who lingered in hopes of catching an encore, or getting an autograph. Although the superstar left
the Las Vegas Westgate some 40 years ago, his legacy was truly back
on stage on Thursday with the rededication of the hotel and casino
into an all-Presley thematic. His ex-wife Priscilla was up at dawn,
ready to celebrate the event.
With the opening of a permanent exhibition, a chapel and the premiere of Elvis Experience, featuring Quebecer Martin Fontaine: the
“King” was present everywhere Thursday inside the Westgate’s walls.
After undergoing extensive renovations, the building is admittedly
no longer in the prime of its youth (see other text). The celebrations
started at dawn in an all-Vegas mode: first a wedding at the
Graceland Wedding Chapel, celebrated around 5:30 am (Vegas Time)
to allow a live broadcast on the Today Show, recorded in New York...
by none other than Priscilla Presley, serving as the bride’s maid of
honor.
A few hours later, Priscilla Presley received the Quebec press in this
very chapel with its beige and undeniably tacky decor: a replica of
Presley’s wedding cake, wedding photos, a reproduction of
Graceland’s gates, and a full wall image of the facade of the famous
Memphis residence.
Priscilla Presley had only kind words toward Martin Fontaine. It is
largely thanks to her if the Elvis Experience show ended up in Vegas,
where her ex-husband performed for more than 600 sold-out
appearances. Ms. Presley fully supports Martin Fontaine, along with
Elvis Presley Enterprises, the company that has managed the singer’s
estate since his death in 1977.
“He carries a lot on his shoulders, I can only imagine. I know that his
dream was to one day perform in Vegas. Well, his dream came true.
But, he’s professional, and I know he can and will make it, big time”
claimed Ms. Presley, who gave her seal of approval to the Elvis
Experience show, precisely because of Fontaine’s acting skills.
“I want to set a standard for what our performances should be, she
adds. Fontaine is not Elvis Presley and he does not pretend to be –
he has both feet firmly planted on the ground, a good head on his
shoulders, he’s in touch with reality and doesn’t try to impress. He is
simply a very nice man. When he’s not performing on stage in the
show, people do not necessarily recognize him. And I think he likes
it, because it allows him to live his own life.”
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“It's also a way to reach the younger generations, to show
them why people talk so much about how Elvis was such
an admired artist and an incredible performer.”
-Priscilla Presley

Priscilla Presley attaches little importance to the fact that her exhusband’s legacy is brought to the stage by a Quebec team rather
than by American artists. And conversely, the fact that her family has
roots in French Canada - her adoptive father passed the Beaulieu
name on to her - has had no influence on Martin Fontaine’s triumph.
“In fact, I didn’t even think about it, she claims. I was just looking for
a good product, a good entertaining show that would offer an awesome experience to people. And that's exactly what this show offers:
you have the same experience as if you had attended Elvis’ show in
Las Vegas.
Priscilla Presley chose not meet with Martin Fontaine before the premiere, for fear of making him too nervous. Her daughter Lisa Marie
will walk the red carpet and attend the show with her. The press
review of this evening’s performance will be published on Le Soleil’s
website (www.lesoleil.com) and in our Friday edition.

BEYOND THE MUSIC AND MOVIES
A Harley Davidson motorcycle, a yearbook, jewelry, costumes,
including one worn by Elvis Presley for his Las Vegas debut, and some
300 other items and archival documents that belonged to the “King”.
Since Thursday, Elvis fans passing through Las Vegas have a new permanent exhibition to be excited about. Priscilla Presley cut the ribbon this afternoon in front of an enthusiastic crowd, and particularly
took the time to praise Martin Fontaine, who will perform during at
least five weeks in the same venue.
In an interview she gave to Le Soleil a little earlier, Ms. Presley mentioned her favorite item in the exhibition: a telegram from Elvis to his
parents when he cashed his first paycheck.
“He was sending them money to help pay the bills and asked them
not to tell anyone, she says. I find it very touching that he thought of
his parents first. It shows who he was, his compassion, his love, his
commitment to his family. Many people don’t know this about him
and it’s one of the things that make me love this exhibit. You can see
what kind of man he was, beyond the music and movies.”

CAPTION:
The Westgate Hotel and its gigantic sign - PHOTOS SPECIAL COLLABORATION
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FROM 1969 TO NOW
In February 1969, Elvis Presley showed up on the International Hotel
construction site to announce his upcoming show, which in fact, was
to last seven years, including more than 600 sold-out concerts.
Although the “King” left his mark, Barbra Streisand was the first artist
to give an outstanding performance at the casino when it opened on
July 2nd, 1969. This hotel claimed to be the largest on the planet, with
approximately 1,500 rooms and the largest freestanding sign in the
world. The gigantic sign collapsed some 20 years ago during a thunderstorm, but was replaced by another equally imposing one.
From 1971 to 2012, the building was under the Hilton banner, before
being acquired by businessman David Siegel, who maneuvered Elvis’
homecoming on Thursday. Approximately $100 million was invested
in the hotel’s renovations to give it a true and complete makeover.

SAINT-JÉRÔME, QUEBEC CITY AND LAS VEGAS
They have attended Martin Fontaine’s shows in Quebec City and
Saint-Jérôme, but missed their chance to see him in Paris. When they
found out that the redheaded Elvis Presley impersonator was performing in Las Vegas, Joseph Di Rienzo and Nadia Medynski did not
hesitate for very long. They bought their show and plane tickets to
experience his premiere on Thursday... and probably attend another
representation during their stay.
We crossed paths with the Prévost couple at the Westgate Hotel,
and they admit to being labelled as Elvis’ and Fontaine’s biggest fans
ever. “We want to support Fontaine, he has worked so hard,” said the
woman, particularly happy to sit in the very room where the “King”
himself had so often performed. “It gives me goosebumps, it's exhilarating, and it’s exciting! she said. She added, Martin gives a loving
representation in honor of the “legend” – he’s a true artist.”
The couple was at Le Capitole in Quebec City last summer, when
Priscilla Presley attended the Elvis Experience show. Wearing his blue
suede shoes, Mr. Di Rienzo also hoped to repeat the experience
tonight. “If we can get more tickets, we’re going back for sure,” he
assured.
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ALMOST AN
EXTREME SPORT
GENEVIÈVE BOUCHARD
Le Soleil
(Las Vegas) “Welcome to Las Vegas, baby!” Martin Fontaine kept
repeating this often with a big smile on his face on Wednesday, while
passing by Las Vegas Westgate & Casino acquaintances and colleagues, where he will be residing for the next five weeks. If he was
nervous, the impersonator hid it very well. He’s enthusiastic, super
fit, and he looks ready. Thank goodness, given that just 24 hours
before the premiere, there was still a lot of work to be done before
the place was completely ready for the big night.
The Elvis Experience team hoped to settle in the Westgate concert
hall earlier this week – but auditions of So You Think You Can Dance
ended up delaying the schedule until Wednesday. The place looked
like a giant buzzing beehive in the afternoon, with dozens of workers
rushing around like crazy on the stage, backstage and in the stands,
where beige velvet banquettes were installed to give the place a 60’s
look. The artists also had plenty to do, considering that 18 orchestra
musicians were hired locally, and had never even seen the show.
All this, barely 24 hours before the red carpet, where Priscilla and
Lisa Marie Presley, the King’s widow and daughter, were expected to
attend, as very special guests.
Sitting in the dressing room which will be his for the coming weeks,
the very same room that Elvis used for seven years between 1969 and
1976, Martin Fontaine was trying not to worry about the time constraints imposed upon him. “In my opinion, it’s quite last minute for
an event of this magnitude, he observed. We need more time... But
maybe this is the way things are done in Vegas: everything is done
fast and everything is big. Maybe tomorrow, when we wake-up, all of
the advertising banners and signs will have been put up throughout
the city. We can’t do long-term advertising. People who come to
Vegas are only passing through.”
For Martin Fontaine, it’s better to remain calm and cool... “I don’t
have much of a choice, or else I’ll lose my mind. I have to focus on
my performance. I’m in a positive frame of mind,” he assured.
THE RETURN OF THE KING
The presentation of the Las Vegas Elvis Experience show is part of a
commitment to promote the King’s memory right where he performed. The Westgate (formerly the International Hotel and the
Hilton) will also host a permanent exhibition, with items that have
never been showcased outside of Graceland. When talking about his
role in the company, Martin Fontaine says that he’s particularly
proud to be involved in the revitalization of Elvis Presley’s Las Vegas
legacy.
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“People who come here don’t make the trip to see Fontaine... They
come to experience the return of Elvis. I'm thrilled to be part of it,”
says the singer, who can’t contain his pleasure when seeing his name
on the marquee.
After walking in Elvis’ footsteps for 20 years, his entry into Vegas represents quite the consecration for Martin Fontaine. And he takes
things seriously. While Elvis was not always in top shape when performing on the Sin City stage, it is the exact opposite for the Quebec
singer who will put on his flamboyant costumes this Thursday
evening. “I trained physically, psychologically, vocally... I sang and I
ran every day since the day the agreement was signed,” commented
Fontaine, who has also used several sports metaphors to refer to his
vision of the upcoming weeks.
As for the pressure, he said that he mostly experienced it last summer when Priscilla Presley came to see Elvis Experience in Quebec
City. Now that the show has her seal of approval, everything’s good,
says Fontaine. “It worries me a lot less now, I'm already quite chummy with Priscilla...” he says, laughing.

“THEY MUST BE WONDERING
WHAT WE ARE DOING HERE”
“We put-on this show in Quebec City in 1995 to fill our summer
schedule, and 20 years later, with the support of Priscilla, we find
ourselves in Vegas, at the hotel where Elvis performed.” The owner
of Le Capitole de Québec and co-producer of Elvis Experience, Jean
Pilote doesn’t attempt to hide his pride in what they’ve accomplished since the beginning of Elvis Story.
But far be it from him to brag about it, “I have a hard time grasping
it, he added. And I try to keep a low profile. I put myself in the local
entertainers’ shoes - They must be wondering what we are doing
here. It's like a guy coming from Tennessee trying to sell me a Félix
Leclerc show.”
On Wednesday, the producer was delighted to see promotional banners and signs all over the city, in addition to the references in the
American media (The Los Angeles Times and the Las Vegas Sun,
among others).
He keeps in mind the goal they set in February: to see Elvis
Experience become the permanent show at the Westgate. For now,
five weeks are already scheduled and booked, plus three others, to
be confirmed in June. Martin Fontaine will then return to Le Capitole
de Québec to become Elvis Presley from July to early September.
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Agence QMI

“No more bets, the chips are down...” says Martin Fontaine with a
nervous laugh, just a few hours before his first appearance in Las
Vegas, with the confessed hope of doing thousands more!
“I'm 50 and I figured that I could do another five good years in Las
Vegas at 200 performances a year, he said. I am confident that we
have an excellent show with the most unique concept in the world;
I don’t see why it wouldn’t be a hit.”
His enthusiasm knew no bounds yesterday, during his first tour of the
newly renovated hall of the Westgate complex, where Le Capitole
de Québec will present the premiere of The Elvis Experience show
tonight. We also heard that Priscilla Presley and daughter Lisa Marie
will be attending.
This new experience delivered on the same premises where Elvis
Presley experienced his glory days in the 70s, is comprised of two
main elements: a major exhibition covering 30,000 square feet,
devoted to artifacts that belonged to the “King”, and the show itself,
which will recreate the magical effect of attending a 1970s show, featuring 24 musicians and 8 back vocals working with Martin Fontaine.
STILL UNKNOWN
Here, in the City of Neon Lights, there is little mention of the new
production, a clear sign that Westgate management, who have only
seen the show on video, will wait until they are convinced of the
quality of the show on stage to make the official announcement and
launch the advertising campaign.
Martin Fontaine’s name is as yet little-known. “And I like it that way!
said Fontaine. The star of the show is in fact, the concept, including
myself.”
Standing at his side, his wife Marie-Claude, added: “But I have the
feeling that, within a year, we will see your name in huge letters.”
But right now, even only hours before making his greatest dream
come true, Martin Fontaine chooses to keep both feet firmly planted
on the ground and refuses to get too carried away.
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NO REHEARSALS
He said he was “excited, nervous and proud.” His only fear is about
facing the unknown: a much larger stage than Le Capitole, but also
the fact that on opening night, he will find himself surrounded by 16
American musicians whom he knows absolutely nothing about. He
has original members from his Quebec group only in his rhythm section and back vocals.
“There will be no time to rehearse, but this show is in my blood,” said
the man who has been personifying the King for 20 years now.
“Sure, we'll do everything to conquer the Las Vegas audience, but
first and foremost, I want us to keep on enjoying what we do,” he
concluded.

CAPTION:
Unknown in Las Vegas, Martin Fontaine will, as of tonight, perform
his Elvis Experience show on the very stage that the King made
famous.

ELVIS EXPERIENCE IN VEGAS

WHAT A DREAM COME TRUE
“We’ve been dreaming of Vegas for quite some time now. Our arrival
couldn’t have happened at a better time. The timing is perfect” said
Jean Pilote, producer of Elvis Experience and owner of Le Capitole de
Québec.
“If we had arrived earlier, this would not have been a success. We figured out that the only place to stage this show here in Vegas was at
the former International Hilton, where Elvis put on over 800 shows
in the 70s,” he added.
“And what’s more, we got here at the very time The Westgate was
taking over the Int’l Hilton and undergoing a major facelift. This is
the absolute perfect place,” said the producer.
VIVA ELVIS
Neither Jean Pilote nor Martin Fontaine showed the slightest apprehension following the failure of the Viva Elvis show. Le Cirque du
Soleil put an end to the Las Vegas show in 2012, after only two years.
“Our concept is so different from Viva Elvis, says Jean Pilote. People
will get to see a real impersonator, surrounded by 32 musicians and
back vocals.”
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IN RESIDENCY
Without creating false expectations, Jean Pilote considers that the
Elvis Experience show, which will be playing in Quebec City next
summer, could keep on performing in Vegas for several years and
eventually, tour in the US. “However, we would much prefer to
remain in residency in Las Vegas,” he said.
The Quebec producer considers the Elvis Experience show in Las
Vegas to be a “calculated financial risk” in partnership with the
Westgate and Graceland. “Our greatest concern is to preserve our
credibility, which is worth much more than any financial considerations,” he said.

Martin Fontaine sets out to conquer Las Vegas. Experience all the
excitement of this unique event.
Watch our report tonight on TVA News at 6 PM

CAPTION:
Martin Fontaine, with producer and owner of Le Capitole in Quebec
City, Jean Pilote
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MARTIN FONTAINE,
AKA THE LAS VEGAS KING
VERONIQUE LAUZON
La Presse
In the early 70s, Elvis was the King of the Strip. He performed his hits
at the Hilton International, now known as the Westgate. The singer’s
spirit will resurrect tonight with the Elvis Experience show, with performing in the King’s attires: Quebecer Martin Fontaine.
When we met the day before his premiere, he still had a hard time
believing that this larger than life experience was about to become a
reality. “I do not know how I can walk, talk and breathe at this
moment. This is the real deal happening. At long last, I made it!”, said
the artist who has personified Elvis in front of over two million spectators.

“To us, this is amazing synchronicity: an amazing show in
an amazing venue. We will try our very best to leave an
amazing impression.”
-Martin Fontaine

The musical revue, co-produced by Fontaine along with Le Capitole
de Québec, arrived in Vegas after some negotiations in which
Priscilla Presley played a key role.
The King’s widow had in fact attended the show in Quebec City last
summer, and claimed to be delightfully surprised by the experience.
Ms. Presley should attend the premiere of the Elvis Experience show
tonight.
The show, playing in Vegas until May 30th (a three-week extension is
possible), will not be much different from the one which was such a
success for Le Capitole de Québec. On stage, Martin Fontaine will be
accompanied by 8 backup vocals and 24 musicians, and he will take
the audience back to the early 70s.
“I love those years because they were the best. Elvis was at the
height of his art. Later on, we sadly witnessed his decline, when he
was struggling with drugs, overweight and out of shape, and I lost
interest.”
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A SHORTER SHOW
One significant change, my show in Vegas was shortened by almost
an hour: “In Quebec, I do a little over 2 hours, while here, I perform
for about 75 minutes without an intermission, he said. I will maintain
the same opening and finale, but the in-between will be different
from one representation to the next. My repertoire contains 40
songs and I'll perform 26 per show”.
Arriving in the United States earlier this week, the interpreter and his
team did not have time to rehearse before yesterday afternoon.
“I will not lie to you: I'm not very comfortable right now, because I
don’t know 18 of the 24 musicians. There are new technicians who
have not seen my show and I have to adapt to this new venue. I don’t
even know what the sound is like in this theater,” confided the
Quebec artist, “but I have to remain calm so I don’t make things
worse. My mission is to hit it out of the park and rush to first base.”
WEDDINGS AND EXHIBIT
The Graceland productions behind Elvis: The Exhibition - The Show The Experience, are hopeful that the King’s admirers will come from
all over to experience this phenomenon.
In addition to Martin Fontaine’s performance, an exhibition will
allow visitors to discover hundreds of items belonging to the Presley
family, and to view a documentary about the singer.
Adventurous lovers can even extend the experience by tying the
knot in the first chapel in Las Vegas administered by Elvis Presley
Enterprises, the company that handles the singer’s estate. The first
ceremony to be held today will be performed by Priscilla Presley
herself.
“It's exciting to be part of this dream project. I am going to live Elvis
Experience to the fullest. I truly hope this will not be the end and
that the producers will periodically welcome me to take over the
stage, year after year,” says the Quebecer.
And since everything that happens in Vegas stays in Vegas, Martin
Fontaine wishes to “stay in Vegas” as long as possible.
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Priscilla Presley ready to return Elvis — for real — to Las Vegas

LAS VEGAS SUN

Las Vegas Sun founder Hank Greenspun with Priscilla and Elvis Presley at their wedding May 1, 1967, at the Aladdin Hotel in Las Vegas.

By John Katsilometes
Tue, Apr 21, 2015 (11:21 a.m.)

The core question for fans of the King of Rock ’n’ Roll has long been: “How can we bring Elvis back to Las
Vegas?”

Priscilla Presley has long asked that herself.

“This is something we’ve been thinking about for years because Elvis loved performing in Vegas. He loved it,
and it was such an important part of his career,” Presley said during a recent phone interview.

“So when this opportunity came up with Westgate, it was just right. It was the International, the Las Vegas
Hilton, and it just came together. I said, ‘Let’s go for it. Let’s take this opportunity.’ ”

Like the Elvis hit of the same name, it’s now or never (ha) for Elvis Presley Enterprises and the new regime at
Westgate Las Vegas to pay proper homage to the King. Opening to the public at 10 a.m. Thursday is “Graceland
Presents Elvis: The Exhibition, The Show, The Experience.” Officials representing Elvis Presley Enterprises —
including Lisa Marie Presley — Graceland and Westgate will be on hand Thursday afternoon for a ribboncutting at the hotel.

New Elvis Exhibit at Westgate

Photo Gallery »
2011 NBT Woman of the Year
Priscilla Presley

This is the most extensive permanent Elvis attraction anywhere (including the original Graceland, if you add
the 1,600-seat Elvis Presley Theater at Westgate).

Photo Gallery »
The Elvis fortress covers 28,000 square feet and is laden with hundreds of never-made-public artifacts (his
high school yearbook, first gold album and assorted stage attire, vehicles and contracts), and the Graceland
Wedding Chapel. Featured, too, are such delicious additions as a video and photo trek through Elvis’ career that features a nearly halfhour film of his greatest performances.

Set for “Today” on NBC is the first wedding at the new chapel for a couple who has won a national contest to be so honored. That event
is set for the 8 a.m. hour Thursday on KSNV Channel 3.

Following is the conversation with Presley, a member of rock ’n’ roll royalty who remains fiercely protective of Elvis’ image and legacy:

I

In this attraction is the show “Elvis The Experience,” and we have already had a lot of Elvis shows in Las Vegas. Why try this
one?

We had the Cirque show (“Viva Elvis”), which was a good show, but it wasn’t really the show we, ourselves, managed. We’re going to be
rotating shows, and this will be the first show, and it’ll be there for six weeks, very similar to what Elvis did in playing twice a year, so
hopefully people will see it and come back later in the year.

You’ve given this show approval, obviously. Why was it selected?

Well, it’s starring Martin Fontaine, and I discovered Martin for the first time last year. ... I haven’t really spent much time around
impersonating shows or tribute artists, as you call them. I’ve kind of kept my distance, and I think our objective is to kind of keep that
(impressionist) caricature of Elvis away and put in shows that will do Elvis a lot of justice in his legacy to maintain the feel of him.

… This is just called “The Elvis Experience,” and with Martin, I was so pleasantly surprised, and I recommended to our partners that
we introduce this show so you can truly get the experience of Elvis.

He’s not Elvis, of course. No one can ever, ever replace him, but you get the feel of what it was like attending an Elvis show.

Living in Las Vegas for a long time, I’ve seen Elvis everywhere. I see him at the grocery store. I see him at the airport, driving
around the city in his jumpsuit …
Right, yes. I’m sure that’s true.

And I need to ask how you feel about that. It seems, in its purest form, the motive for a lot of these people is somewhat noble.
But has it become too kitschy, and you need to remind people of what he was really like? I think that's what I’ve heard from you
over the years.

Yes. Thank you, thank you, thank you. That’s exactly what it is. My daughter and I want to preserve who Elvis was as a man, as an
entertainer, as a performer, as an actor, as a human being, and to have this image out there, you know, for even the next generation —
the generation that we’re in — to preserve who he was and not a caricature that we see out there, especially in Las Vegas.

It is what kids see, and they say, “What was so exciting about him?” You know, when you see all the different forms and looks people
use to portray him, and we want to address that. We’re trying to clean up the merchandising, too. We’re trying to clean that up, as well.

I was going to bring that up. I was on Fremont Street the other night and was looking at these, like, gold-plastic $10 Elvis-styled
sunglasses, with the fake sideburns glued to the frames. I was thinking, “Is this really how Elvis would want to be
remembered?”

It makes it like a joke. The thing is, Elvis’ look was of its time. It was of that era, you know, sideburns were in (laughs). They really were.
Look at pictures of the stars of the time, Burt Reynolds and different people who wore sideburns in that period. But now, it is so
exaggerated, you see it in that form and image, it is sickening to us. He had so much more depth than this.

I think this is the moment that we can start this, and there will not be any impersonators or tribute artists at the show. We’re cleaning
it up. If someone wants that, well, they’ll have to go searching somewhere else. We’re keeping Elvis authentic.

So the discussion about the wedding chapel not incorporating an Elvis impressionist — that doesn’t sound like it was too
difficult a decision.

No, no, no (laughs). Let me tell you a story. My nephew got married in Memphis recently. He’s young. He picked out the wedding
chapel. He lives in Texas and went online and booked a chapel for the wedding, and I was of course invited with the rest of my family.
My mother, my father, the siblings who could make it.

We get there and my cousin says, “Should I go in and take a look first?” I said, “Yes, can you please do that?” So, she walks in, and who
greets her?

Elvis?

An Elvis impersonator.

Oh, boy.

My cousin tells me that he has the long sideburns, the long hair, very bizarre looking. She says, “I don’t think you’re going to want to go
in,” and explained it all to me.

So did you go in?

No. Can you imagine if I had walked in? I mean, it would have just been … it would have been all over the news. I just made the
decision not to do that. It made me realize what we wanted to do with this chapel, which is going to be the first chapel in Las Vegas that
we are going to operate. We’re going to make it a great experience for someone, but if they’re expecting to see that, then it’s the wrong
chapel for them.
B

But there is still a lot of Graceland effect to the chapel?

It’ll feature a photo of the backdrop of Graceland, so it appears they are being married on the front steps. It’s really beautiful. It’s a
high-definition photo and looks very authentic, and it’s going to be designed as a very classic little chapel. And in working with the
“Today” show wedding planners, the first wedding is going to be a really fun event, and I’m going to be the matron of honor! So
exciting.

This attraction has a lot of memorabilia from his life and peripherally from yours, too. Do you have to kind of grow into being
comfortable with your personal effects being on public display?

Yes. Absolutely. In the beginning, it was very difficult, actually. In that time period, we tried to be very private, and the times that we
could be private, we cherished. It was tough because his life was such a public life in every way, but whenever we went back to
Graceland or would visit certain places, we did try to keep our privacy, and I did have to grow into losing some of that.
At first, some of these items were made public without your permission. I remember that being a big problem.

At first, my gosh, when he passed, about a year after he passed, there was a souvenir shop across the street from Graceland, and
everything was going in there about Elvis, they were taking things out of our trash. They had my eyelashes, you know, back in the
1970s, huge eyelashes of mine. There was a pair of pajamas that I wore that they got a hold of — it was ghastly, my gosh. I thought,
“This is not right.”

And this was right across the street from Graceland?

Yes, oh, yes. Locks of Elvis’ hair, from the barber, they had somehow collected. All of that sort of thing. It was a shock that I was in for,
and we had to be very careful about things we threw away, and to watch the people who were putting up shops all over who said that
Elvis had given them something, this or that.

That is why we have now our own authentication process. Now, in a whole new time, especially because we are displaying it and it’s
under our control, then I’m much happier with our artifacts, and they are truly authentic.

Is it possible to pick your favorites?

Oh, there are so many things — so many things from Vegas. The American Eagle jumpsuit that Elvis wore from 1972. The opening night
tunic from July 1969. A telegram to Barbra Streisand wishing her well on her opening night at the International.

We have coveralls from “Viva Las Vegas” because he was a mechanic. We have all five Sun Records. It’s going to be pretty amazing, this
exhibit, and it’s going to be much bigger than people think because it’s 28,000 square feet. It’s not a small exhibit.
I’d love to know what you thought of “Million Dollar Quartet.” You’ve seen it, right?

I’ve seen it with Cody Slaughter playing Elvis, about two years ago, and he was the first tribute artist I’ve ever seen performing. And for
the younger years, he did a nice job. I actually enjoyed the show, to be honest with you. It was entertaining. It was an interesting
moment in time, I have to say (chuckles).
You brought up “Viva Elvis” earlier. Is there any existing partnership remaining with you and Cirque?

No, no, there is not. I mean, that’s one reason we are so proud of this show because we are managing it. We have a say in it. “Viva
Elvis” was basically Cirque du Soleil’s show, and their vision, and we had no part of it. That was very difficult for us.

Our prior partners (Cirque) felt they were good, which they are, at all of their shows, but this was the first with a solo artist. They had
the collaboration with The Beatles when they did “Love.” Just thought they’d done a great job with “Love,” they would do a great job
with Elvis and give them the right to create their own show.
But what’s happening at Westgate is all your idea?
Yes. It’s all us, and it’s all Elvis.

Follow John Katsilometes on Twitter at Twitter.com/JohnnyKats. Also, follow “Kats With the Dish” at Twitter.com/KatsWiththeDish.
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Priscilla and Lisa Marie
Presley to open 'Elvis'
exhibit in Las Vegas

Travel / Las Vegas

This article is related to: Central Florida Investments, Inc.,
Weddings

In this May 1, 1967, photo, singer Elvis Presley and bride Priscilla Beaulieu appear at the Aladdin Hotel in Las
Vegas, after their wedding. Priscilla Presley will appear Thursday at the Westgate Las Vegas Resort (Associated
Press)

By MARY FORGIONE
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A little bit of @VisitGraceland comes to @CityofLasVegas with #Elvis show, exhibition and new
wedding chapel

▼

So much #Elvis coming to @Westgate_LV on Thursday. Priscilla and Lisa Marie Presley coming
too
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he Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino is going all in on Elvis.
"Elvis: The Exhibition -- The Show -- The Experience" opens
Thursday with Graceland royalty -- the performer's former wife,

Priscilla, and daughter, Lisa Marie Presley -- presiding at the ribbon-cutting.
It's the first permanent show of Graceland artifacts outside the
King's Memphis home-turned-museum. High school yearbooks, a
1957 Harley-Davidson motorcycle, jumpsuits he wore on stage,
jewelry and more items once owned by Presley will be on display.
The "Elvis Experience" opens Thursday. It brings actor Martin
Fontaine and more than 20 musicians to the stage to re-create one of
Elvis' sold-out concerts from the 1970s.
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Lionel Richie, The Band
Perry to perform at
Carnival's cruise concerts
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The "Elvis" exhibition ceremony takes place at 2 p.m. and the red-carpet
event for the "Experience" starts at 7:45 p.m.
Besides the exhibit, the Westgate is opening a Presley theater and an Elvis
Presley Graceland Wedding Chapel where you can tie the knot with
the affordable $350 Love Me Tender Wedding Package. (Not to be
confused with the Graceland Wedding Chapel at 619 Las Vegas Blvd.
South.)
In fact, Kaycee Satava and Cameron Baker will be the first couple to
be married there Thursday morning, with Priscilla Presley serving as
matron of honor. (She married Elvis in May 1967 in Las Vegas.)
Why all the big Elvis hoopla?
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The Westgate used to be the LVH -- Las Vegas Hotel & Casino and before
that the International Hotel, where Elvis performed hundreds of shows in
the 1970s.
And the date marks the 59th anniversary of Elvis' first performance in the
city at the New Frontier Hotel.
Info: Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino, 3000 Paradise Road; (800) 7327117
Copyright © 2015, Los Angeles Times
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IN THE “KING’S”
DRESSING-ROOM

MARTIN FONTAINE WILL PRESENT
ELVIS EXPERIENCE IN LAS VEGAS
PIERRE O. NADEAU
Agence QMI
In the last few days, Martin Fontaine has gone from fantasy to reality
during a surprised-filled tracking spree in Las Vegas.
“I walk on the Strip and I feel as if I’m floating on a cloud, but this
morning, when I found myself on the stage and in Elvis Presley’s
dressing room, I had chills...”
“I’ve been dreaming of this for such a long time, I finally have one
foot in the door, the front door,” says the star of the Elvis Experience
show, in an exclusive interview.
The grand premiere performance is just around the corner, since it
will take place in less than a month, on April 23rd, at the former
Hilton International in Las Vegas which is now known as the
Westgate.
“We feel a buzz in the city, people are intrigued. People can’t wait to
see what this production, claiming to bring the magic of Elvis Presley
back to the Strip, is really like... We hear everywhere that it'll be an
absolute hit,” says Jean Pilote, owner of Le Capitole de Québec,
accompanying Martin Fontaine in this first scouting tour.
He also tried to make the most of the past few days and visited the
1,600-seat hall of “the old theater still filled with the spirit of the
King.” He was also overjoyed to see the huge stage that is twice the
size of Le Capitole’s.
Having personified Elvis Presley more than 1,000 times, he claims
that he had chills when he found himself on the same stage, and in
the same dressing room as his idol. “In the dressing-room drawers,
where they stored the costumes, we even found buttons and knickknacks that may have been worn by the King or Liberace, who took
over after Elvis Presley, on the same stage,” says Martin Fontaine.
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MAKING A NAME FOR HIMSELF
While in Las Vegas, he did not see his name posted in big bright
lights. “I'm going to make a name for myself. I appreciate that for the
moment, the star of the show is its unrevealed concept, bringing
Elvis Presley’s 70s Vegas show back to life”.
The impressive production - similar to the show created in Quebec
City – features 24 musicians and 8 back vocals. The 8 back vocals and
8 musicians from the rhythm section are from Quebec City.
However, the other 16 musicians will be recruited locally.

CAPTION:
Earlier this week, Martin Fontaine felt emotional while standing in
the dressing room that used to be his idol’s during his glory days in
Las Vegas. Inset: the singer with his producer, Jean Pilote.
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A LAS VEGAS CALIBER
PRODUCTION
MARTIN FONTAINE WILL PRESENT
ELVIS EXPERIENCE FROM APRIL 23rd
CÉDRIC BÉLANGER
Le Journal de Québec
Although he may not be known in Las Vegas, Martin Fontaine and his
show Elvis Experience have everything it takes to get the crowds running to the Westgate Hotel, say the entertainment industry specialists in the Capital of Casinos.
Celebrity journalist Robin Leach, who has covered the arts scene in
Las Vegas for the past 50 years, has never seen the Elvis Experience
show, however, he watched video clips on the web on Wednesday
before the newspaper contacted him, and was convinced that the
new owners of the former Las Vegas Hilton, where the King gave
more than 600 performances in the 1970s, had bet on the right live
performer.
“His enthusiasm, his voice and his facial expressions, it's all Elvis. [...]
With Elvis Experience, you have a Las Vegas caliber production. This
has nothing to do with a low quality reproduction of an Elvis show,
performed by a solo artist. On opening night, critics won’t say that
Martin Fontaine impersonates Elvis to perfection. They will claim
that Elvis Presley has returned, alive and well”, says the Las Vegas Sun
reporter.
“This is a fabulous and authentic reconstruction of the original Elvis
show. It's the big deal”, said Mark Waltrip, one of the Westgate Hotel
owners, to the Las Vegas Sun, last week.
A MEETING POINT FOR ELVIS’ FANS
While aware that he will find himself in unchartered territory, Martin
Fontaine says that he too believes that, after April 23rd, fans will
travel the world to come to see Elvis Experience at the Westgate
Hotel, where a permanent exhibition about Elvis Presley will also be
opening its doors to the public.
“Everybody travels to attend shows in Vegas. In our case, we’ve
already performed in Quebec City, Japan, France and Biloxi. I feel
that I have “played with” all types of audiences. I have the feeling
that it will be an international meeting point. Furthermore, it will be
much easier, since the people going to the Westgate will be Elvis
fans. And we will give them exactly what they came for”, says the
singer, who will be spending a few days in Vegas next week to visit
some of the local sights.
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A SHORTER SHOW
The Las Vegas show will not be exactly the same as the one that has
been filling the room at Le Capitole in Quebec City, for the past two
summers.
“I am in the process of shortening it. I have been asked to do 75 minutes without intermission, while in Quebec City, I do 2 hours and 15
minutes with an intermission. In casinos, the maximum is 90 minutes”, says Fontaine.

“In Viva Elvis, the Cirque du Soleil had decided to tell
Elvis’ story with acrobats and dancers, while Martin
Fontaine simply does Elvis. That is what the King’s fans
want, in my opinion.”
-Robin Leach

The Quebecer has also told us that he will establish his headquarters
at the Westgate Hotel during his stay on the Strip. He is anxious to
be in contact with the staff who knew his idol. Apparently, some
cooks from one of the ex-Las Vegas Hilton’s restaurants were lucky
enough to serve the King himself.
Martin Fontaine and his live band will give 35 performances of the
Elvis Experience show in Las Vegas, from April 23rd to May 30th.

CAPTION:
Martin Fontaine hopes to attract many of the King’s fans to the
Westgate with his show which has Priscilla Presley’s seal of approval.
If the public is present, additional shows will be added in June and in
the fall.
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THE KING, A
TICKET-PRINTING MACHINE
AGENCE QMI
Le Journal de Québec
The excitement surrounding the arrival of Elvis Presley’s widow.
Priscilla, to attend Martin Fontaine’s concert in Quebec is proof of
the King’s huge power of attraction. The artist, who died in 1977, still
rakes in plenty of money for his empire.
According to Forbes, he is the second deceased artist to generate the
most profits, $55 million in 2013, for album sales, promotional items
or fees paid.
The first artist is still Michael Jackson whose estate made $160 million. Third, we find the author of Charlie Brown, Charles Schultz ($ 37
million), followed by Elizabeth Taylor ($25 million), Bob Marley ($18
million) and Marilyn Monroe ($15 million).
For some years, the King’s profits were such that they even surpassed
those of living artists. Between 2007 and 2008, Elvis Presley ranked
higher than pop stars such as Justin Timberlake ($44 million) and
Madonna ($40 million).
According to the BornRich website, the King of rock ’n’ roll who was
born in Tupelo Mississippi is still worth an astronomical amount of
$300 million.
GRACELAND
One of the places promoting the artist remains Graceland, his beautiful mansion in the suburbs of Memphis.
Each year, between 600,000 and 700,000 visitors come to make a
pilgrimage. This can include visiting the Presley home and the various
studios and going to the meditation garden, to visit Elvis’s grave.
The many shops that sell items as varied as guitars or Bobble Head
figurines of the King are virtually besieged by tourists.
After the singer’s death in 1977, it is Priscilla who took over Graceland
to make it accessible to the public. The house became a museum in
1982, and it took a few years for the company to become profitable.
According to some sites, since its opening, Graceland has brought in
at least $100 million. The place is one of the most popular tourist
sites in the United States and is still owned by the Presley family.
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HIGHLIGHTS:
Her visit to Old Quebec
• Priscilla Presley arrived in Quebec City via private jet on Sunday at
12:15 pm.
• She came from the Collingwood Elvis Festival in Ontario. She was
attending for the first time in 20 years.
• We know that the King’s widow enjoyed meals at the Chez l’Autre
and Il Teatro restaurants, and that she took a leisurely drive
through the Old City.
• After the show, she spoke with Martin Fontaine until 1 am.
• Priscilla Presley met with the press yesterday morning, something
that she rarely does.
• She had to leave Quebec yesterday afternoon, at 2 pm.
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“IT’S AS IF I WAS SITTING
IN VEGAS”
PRISCILLA PRESLEY WON OVER
BY THE ELVIS EXPERIENCE SHOW
SANDRA GODIN
Le Journal de Québec
For the first time since her ex-husband’s death, Priscilla Presley
agreed to attend the performance of an Elvis impersonator on
Sunday in Quebec City. “It’s as if I was sitting in Vegas” she commented, completely won over, in a sweet and nostalgic voice.
The day after the historical performance, the woman who was the
King’s wife for six years gave her impressions of the Elvis Experience
show to our newspaper in a rare interview. Generous, poised and
reserved, Priscilla Presley was still amazed by Martin Fontaine’s performance, as she sat at a table on the balcony of Le Capitole to speak
to the media.
“I thought I was in sitting in Vegas watching the real show, in my usual
box, like I used to. It took me a while to realize that I was not in
Vegas, but in Quebec!”
Did she compare Elvis Experience to the original show? “What you
saw was exactly it.”
COMPLETE AND REFINED
“I thought it was an extremely complete show, refined. Martin has
done a tremendous job. I cannot even tell you how much it surprised
me. This is the first time I saw someone who was not trying to imitate or pay tribute to him, but played it as an actor. We see that he
has studied Elvis in his gestures, in his voice.”
“I met him after the show. He looks nothing like Elvis. And that too,
was a surprise!” she joked.
Priscilla Presley found that the musical arrangements and the costumes were beautiful. “They reproduced the group of that era very
well”.
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EMOTIONAL
If Priscilla Presley waited over 30 years to go to a show personifying
her late husband, it is simply because she “was not ready emotionally”.
She tried to watch the show with some detachment, “as if she was
part of the audience”, but it was not easy. After the performance,
Priscilla Presley, moved, had to take a few minutes to get over her
emotions before meeting Martin Fontaine.
It should be said that at some point a black and white video was projected that she had shot herself, where we see Elvis and their only
daughter, Lisa Marie.
Eventually, could Elvis Experience possibly be presented in Vegas?
“I’m thinking about it”, she said after some thought. “I’m thinking how
it would be received in the United States.”
What would Elvis have thought of the show? “I tried to think about
that during the show. Elvis had a great sense of humor. I think seeing
himself in someone else; he would have appreciated it and would
have had a lot of fun”.
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IT WAS VERY MOVING
ELVIS’ EX-WIFE SAID SHE WAS VERY IMPRESSED
BY MARTIN FONTAINE’S TALENT
RICHARD BOISVERT
Le Soleil
Priscilla Presley may be on the board of directors of Elvis Presley
Enterprises, but the King’s former wife considers herself first and
foremost as an artist. She watched Martin Fontaine’s show Sunday
night at Le Capitole Theatre with the eyes of an artist, not of a businesswoman.
“I am very impressed by Martin, frankly admits the prestigious guest
at the very beginning of the interview with Le Soleil yesterday. His
show is not an imitation or a tribute to Elvis. He literally grabs Elvis.
We see that he has carefully studied him to the point of having him
in his skin, to embody him on stage with a comfortable ease, and
only on stage.”
Priscilla Presley was pleasantly surprised, if not reassured that without the makeup, there is almost no resemblance between Elvis and
Martin Fontaine.
“(Martin Fontaine’s show) is not an imitation or a tribute
to Elvis. He literally grabs Elvis. We see that he has carefully studied him to the point of having him in his skin”.
-Priscilla Presley
“It allowed me to feel more comfortable, to watch the show just as
if I was sitting in the room in Las Vegas at the time. I was under the
impression that I was in front of an exact copy. It was very moving.”
LAS VEGAS
Beyond the dedication that she brings to the Elvis Experience show,
the presence of Elvis Presley’s ex-wife may mark a significant step
along the road that will eventually lead Elvis Experience to Las Vegas.
Priscilla Presley’s opinion admittedly has an influence on the orientations of Elvis Presley Enterprise. “I can use my influence, I can make
suggestions, but you know, we have a board, and it is a good thing. I
came here more as an expert because many people have never seen
Elvis. For now, I have to go beyond my own feelings. I have to think
of his fans, those who have never seen him and those who knew him
well, and wonder if it would be a good show for Vegas. Because at
the time he performed there, Elvis virtually was Vegas.”
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The 69 year old actress and writer also wishes to distance herself
from her businesswoman image in the media. “Of course, I am considered as such because of Graceland. But you know, I am surrounded by a wonderful team. However, I think I know enough about Elvis
to make business good decisions. I know what he liked and what he
disliked. It is therefore easier for me to make the right choice.”
PRISCILLA’S ENTOURAGE
At the top of Le Capitole’s grand staircase, where Priscilla Presley
settled to receive the media, the excitement is palpable. Whispering
prevails, almost as if you were in church. Public relations specialists
for the proper functioning of the interviews provided instructions in
a hushed voice. Photographer access to the star is tightly controlled.
The environment is carefully chosen, the lighting conditions measured in advance and the allotted time calculated to the last second.
In the midst of all this commotion, besieged by cameras and microphones, the former model remains completely calm and relaxed. Her
image is her job, and it shows. She directs the photographer’s work
from Le Soleil herself: “Take your time, I want you to take a beautiful
picture. I’ll put a little powder on. I don’t want my skin to be shiny.”
She then asked to see the pictures, of course.
“Image is really all we have, she explained to Le Soleil, a few
moments later. I care about my image. Everyone should. Because the
context in which we live in, in our time, has become very delicate,
with social media, Facebook, Twitter, etc. These media’s definitely
have advantages, but they also have a very dark side.”
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AN OLD DREAM HAS BECOME A REALITY
RICHARD BOISVERT
Le Soleil
For Jean Pilote, as for Martin Fontaine, Priscilla Presley’s visit to
Quebec makes an old dream become a reality. The 2 men have been
waiting for this moment for almost 20 years.
“This is a special day,” Martin Fontaine said to the reporters who
came to collect his thoughts after an evening that the singer qualifies as historic. “I experienced a magical moment; I left my legs on
stage. My voice is a bit shaky. But I discovered a very generous lady.
She did not have to do that. This is a moment we will not forget.”
For Jean Pilote, Priscilla Presley’s presence at Le Capitole represents
a kind of consecration. “It’s great for Quebec, for the reputation of
Le Capitole and for the show”, commented the owner of the theater.
“The purpose of Mrs. Presley’s presence was to allow her, after 19
years, to see what we do, said Jean Pilote. She had only seen the
videos.”
Apparently, the “King’s” ex-wife had never attended a show featuring
an artist impersonating Elvis Presley.
“LIKE A VISIT TO THE ZOO”
“And above all, a redheaded Elvis, she had never seen that either; slid
in Martin Fontaine with a little smile. For her, it was like a visit to the
zoo.”
After the performance, Martin Fountain and Jean Pilote were able to
speak with their guest until 1 am. “She told us that this is the kind of
show that restores prestige to Elvis, which removes the cheesy side
that has been cultivated since his death, and even a little before, says
the owner of Le Capitole. It erases all the harm that has been done
over the years.”
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HARD WORK TO
REPRODUCE THE 70S
PIERRE O. NADEAU
Le Journal de Québec
Martin Fontaine speaks enthusiastically about the hard work carried
out by his team to complete Elvis Experience and recreate an Elvis
Presley show, in Las Vegas, in the 70s “to the last detail”.
For the second summer, night after night in his dressing room at Le
Capitole, the Quebec singer must transform into the King. The same
goes for his 32 musicians and singers, who must also take on the
traits of those who occupied the stage at the Las Vegas Hilton during
Elvis Presley’s glory days.
Moreover, Martin Fontaine, who is now the show’s artistic director,
said that his entourage was not chosen at random. “We privileged
musicians and singers who looked like those who were in Elvis’
entourage, in Las Vegas. We cast the show as if it was a movie”.
FAKE HAIR
To add to the illusion, and for the sake of authenticity, we used wigs
and mustaches. We even had glasses made from that time and costumes with bell-bottoms from the vintage style of that era”.
“We wanted to recreate everything to the last detail, and I think we
did a good job. We put a lot of work and research into it”, says Martin
Fontaine.
A PERFECT ILLUSION
What is most rewarding is to hear people who have seen Elvis in Las
Vegas say that Elvis Experience offers an “incredible illusion” and
that it could even be mistaken for the real thing.
“Yes, it is hard work, but it is also a passionate challenge”, says
Fontaine, reiterating his happiness to be able to bring this production
to life “Which brings us the best of Elvis Presley, during the 1971-1972
years, before his decline. It was when he introduced the famous
2001: A Space Odyssey (Also Sprach Zarathustra) to his opening”.
The main interpreter considers himself “very lucky” to have ended up
with 32 musicians and singers “only 4 fewer than the original production.” “We must not forget that the room at the Las Vegas Hilton, which
could accommodate 2,200 spectators, offered a broader stage. But we
have still succeeded in building our reconstitution with 32 artists.”
HIGHLIGHTS:
From 1969 to 1977, Elvis Presley performed 837 sold-out shows at the
Las Vegas Hilton in front of 2.5 million spectators.
By August 31st, Elvis Experience will have given 50 performances at Le
Capitole de Québec.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
PIERRE O. NADEAU
Le Journal de Québec
The illusion can be felt through the chords in the Elvis Experience
production. The team had to rack their brains to find the most convincing and authentic musical instruments.
“We had to cheat a little, because some models from that era were
overpriced and it would be too sensitive to move them”, says Éric
Lagotte, in charge of sound equipment maintenance.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Thus the grand piano and Hammond B-3 are fake; keyboards recreate
the magic.
On eBay, we found a real old Electro Voice Re 15 mic, as used by Elvis
in Las Vegas.
The Ludwig drum set is the same blue with Sparkle characteristics;
amplification is delivered by a Neumann V87 mic.
Guitars and amps are Fender brand.
The guitarist who emulates the original James Burton, who accompanied Elvis from 1969 until his death in 1977, uses a replica of the
famous Fender Telecaster from 1968 in a pink paisley color with multicolored patterns.
Martin Fontaine uses an acoustic guitar bearing Elvis Presley’s printed
signature.
As there is no sheet music on the market for Presley’s shows in Las
Vegas, Quebec arranger William Martin, had to create all the pieces
by listening to the original work, over and over again.

CAPTION:
The person in charge of instruments, Éric Lagotte, proudly holds up
a replica of the famous pink paisley 1968 Fender Telecaster.
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MARTIN FONTAINE BRINGS
ELVIS FROM LAS VEGAS
TO LE CAPITOLE
ELVIS EXPERIENCE SOLIDLY REPRODUCES
THE KING’S SHOWS FROM 40 YEARS AGO
IN GREAT DETAIL
CÉDRIC BÉLANGER
Le Journal de Québec
It’s not necessary to have seen Elvis Presley perform in person in Las
Vegas in the early 70s to see that the recreation of the King’s show
offered by Martin Fontaine in Elvis Experience is without a doubt the
closest to the real thing.
There is so much attention to detail in this show, that started its second season last night at Le Capitole, that we are led to believe for 2
hours that we are in the heart of the Nevada desert, 4 decades ago.
Everything seems to have been imported from the Las Vegas Hilton:
glittering stage costumes, the facial expressions and Fontaine’s swaying hips, and even the instruments and the vintage haircuts for the 24
musicians and 8 back-up singers that together create the powerful
effect of this show.
ENTHUSIASM
Even if he has been slipping into the King’s skin for almost 20 years
now, Martin Fontaine has not lost any of his energy or enthusiasm.
His intensive distribution of scarves with which he wipes off his
sweat, to the women, as well as the heels of his boots that punctuate
the end of his songs, have been proof of this throughout the evening.
Compared to the 2013 version, Elvis Experience’s second edition has
gained more elaborate video projections, and some changes in the
song selection.
But, as always, Elvis’ greatest hits are the ones that raised the crowd.
In the first part the combo of Teddy Bear (handing out stuffed bears
as a bonus) and Don’t Be Cruel, was a hit. The same goes for Love Me
Tender, which is welcomed by a collective “Oooooh”, while Fontaine
goes down into the audience to shake hands and give out kisses.
Tame enough until then, the crowd jumped up to the rock frenzy of
A Big Hunk O’Love. Then, in a standing ovation, they welcomed the
vibrant: My Way.
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GOOD SALES
A total of 50 performances of Elvis Experience have been scheduled,
twice as many as for the first season. According to Le Capitole’s
owner, Jean Pilote, ticket sales are doing quite well.
“We have sold 33,000 of the 48,000 available tickets. We should finish the year with an occupancy rate of 90% compared to 96-97% last
year. This is very good”, he said.
After Quebec, Elvis Experience will go to Paris for a series of performances at Le Palais des Sports, during the holiday season. There
are also plans to tour the United States. All this makes a third year
run at Le Capitole a bit uncertain.
“It will depend on this year’s results, and on our international
options”, concludes Jean Pilote.

CAPTION:
The Elvis Experience show makes the audience feel as if they have
been transported back to Las Vegas in the 70s.
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ELVIS EXPERIENCE IN PARIS
THE QUEBEC SHOW WILL BE PRESENTED
AT THE LEGENDARY PALAIS DES SPORTS THIS WINTER
CÉDRIC BÉLANGER
Le Journal de Québec
Almost 10 years after having presented Elvis Story, Martin Fontaine
will return to Paris during the holiday season with his new show, Elvis
Experience. And not just anywhere, he will perform at Le Palais des
Sports, a 4,000-seat auditorium where some of the biggest stars in
show business have performed.
The Beatles, The Rolling Stones and Elton John are just a few of the
celebrities who have graced the stage of this legendary venue located at 1, Place de la Porte Versailles.
“This is huge. All the big musicals have been through Le Palais des
Sports”, exclaimed Martin Fontaine in an interview with our newspaper.
In 2003 and 2005, as many as 115,000 people had acclaimed Elvis
Story during its time at the Mogador Theatre and the Casino de Paris.
THE AMBASSADORS OF QUEBEC
Elvis Experience, which had a successful first summer in 2013 at
Le Capitole de Quebec, will be presented to the French on
December 30th and 31st as well as on January 2nd and 3rd for a total of
5 performances. A Quebec delegation of 45 people, including musicians, singers and technicians, will be taking over the City of Lights.
“We’re going to recreate the show. We could have used local musicians, but we chose to go with the whole gang. We will once again be
the ambassadors of Quebec City in Paris”, says Martin Fontaine.
EXPORTABLE
Martin Fontaine believes that Elvis Experience, which focuses on the
glory years of the King of Las Vegas, has the potential to travel to
several countries.
“Unlike Elvis Story, which requires from 2 to 4 days of mounting and
dismounting, this show is a concert formula. We arrive with our
musicians; we take our places and we are ready to go. It will allow us
to play other places in France and Europe”, says Martin Fontaine.
The French co-producer of the show, Gilbert Coullier, also believes
in the show’s potential.
“We could probably present in Brussels and Geneva”, said Mr.
Coullier when reached by our paper.
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A FRANCHISE?
After a 6-year break following Elvis Story, Martin Fontaine is happier
than ever to have reconnected with the King and has big plans for his
show.
He can even imagine Elvis Experience becoming a franchise that
could be exported all over the world with local artists who impersonate Elvis.
“I know people who are wonderful and who we could recruit; much
like TV shows, or live stage shows. We arrive with a concept that is
ready to go, we do auditions and reproduce the same show.”

HIGHLIGHTS:
ELVIS STORY IS:
• The 1st musical review in the world to be approved
by Elvis Presley Enterprises
• 1,169 performances since 1995
• 1,323,813 spectators
• 962 representations at Le Capitole
• 115,000 spectators who saw Elvis Story at Theatre Mogador
and the Casino de Paris, between 2003 and 2005
• Martin Fontaine will return to Le Capitole from June 25th
to August 31st
• Elvis Experience will be presented 5 times at the Palais des Sports
in Paris, from December 30th to January 3rd, 2015
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ELVIS AND COMPANY
PIERRE HAREL
canoe.ca
Oh yes, I remember it well! That first time! The first time I saw Elvis
Presley! It was a Saturday night! I was young. My parents had invited
my mother’s sisters over, seeing as not many people owned a television set in Sainte-Thérèse-de-Blainville back in 1956. I was 12. The Ed
Sullivan Show was my dad’s favorite TV show back then. My five
aunts were already comfortably seated in front of the huge wooden
console surmounted by rabbit ears and flanked by this weird “thingamajig” that was a permanent fixture in many French-Canadian “rec
rooms” in the early 1950s. It was a kind of tube made of thin molded
plywood, about 4 feet tall and 24 inches in diameter at the top and
bottom. And there were 18 multi-colored fluorescent neon lights fitted vertically all around this tube. Apparently, it looked festive and
it was imperative for any respectable middle-class family wishing to
keep up with the times to own one of these atrocities.
Anyway, as I was saying, my aunts, dressed to the nines, were on the
edge of their seats waiting for their idol to make his appearance.
They were all in their 20s and most of them were hairdressers. You
have to remember that in those days, being seen by the people you
watched on TV wasn’t something you could completely rule out.
Some adults “dressed up” before settling down in front of the box.
In 1956, there wasn’t much on television for kids, except for Pépinot
et Capucine and La Boîte à surprises on Radio-Canada. TVA didn’t
exist yet. Those who didn’t have a TV would sit around on the floor
in front of gigantic radios listening to Zézette, Les Aventures de
Michel Strogoff or the horrible Histoire de Dieu, full of bloody battles and war crimes in the Middle East.
THE MAN EVERYONE WAS TALKING ABOUT
In any event, I’d gone upstairs to the bathroom when I heard an
explosion of all kinds of twittering, screams and female exhalations
coming from the recently “finished” rec room in the basement.
Bounding down the stairs two at a time while trying to pull up my
zipper, I ran into the room and saw my aunts, all on their feet, exhilarated, totally spellbound, dancing in front of the image of a young
man, hair slicked back, long legs jerking, his upper lip unbelievably
curled, singing in English, in words that made absolutely no sense to
me at all, nor to my aunts. So this was the famous Elvis Presley everyone in the village had been talking about for quite some time now?
Wow!
At the time, I was mostly listening to Félix Leclerc, a good deal of
Tzigane and no rock ’n’ roll whatsoever! This type of music wasn’t
playing on the radio stations in the Province of Quebec because back
then, rock ’n’ roll, like bebop, was the equivalent of a deadly sin, a sex
scandal, social deviance and fornication. Looking at Elvis’ gyrating
hips and that sparkle in my aunts’ eyes, I had only one thing in mind:
to be like him when I grew up.
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NONE OF THE KING’S CHARISMA
With hindsight, what all of us here in Quebec retained from this Elvis
performance was above all his physical stage presence, his flamboyant shy animal demeanor and the ease with which he flaunted a hitherto unseen male seductiveness, which makes me realize that very
few impersonators today have Presley’s charisma in their blood. Back
then it wasn’t costumes, hairstyles and cooing vocals. No siree! Elvis
Presley was a socio-cultural bomb of Cherokee descent who slapped
a prudish and hypocritical North American civilization of Quaker
background right across the face. Elvis’s father was of Aboriginal
ancestry, a descendant of the Cherokee nation of the upper
Mississippi Valley, the very same lineage as Quebec’s Nanette
Workman.
As someone once pointed out to me about Martin Deschamps: “If
you close your eyes, you’d swear you were listening to Gerry
[Boulet]. But when you open them, the spell is broken”. For example,
young David Thibault’s vocal inflections are very close to Elvis’s.
Except that, just like with Martin Deschamps and Gerry, have to keep
your eyes closed. Despite his millions of views on the Internet, young
Thibault doesn’t have a hint of Elvis Presley’s charisma, and it takes a
lot more than a mere vocal resemblance to fill theatres for more
than one night, just like the curiosities that you have no interest in
seeing again when you’ve seen them once.
A FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH
Personally, I prefer, and by far, the work of Martin Fontaine who is
not an Elvis Presley impersonator. Mr. Fontaine is a talented actor
who has chosen to portray Elvis the performer, just like others act in
theatres, alone on stage. Don’t be mistaken, what he offers with his
Elvis Experience is a one-act play where you can hear and see Elvis at
his best. If you close your eyes, you can almost perceive both the
authentic, and the original Presley. You open them, and you see an
out-and-out Presley, without the vulgar clichés, in all his beastly
glory, in the prime of his life, the man who revolutionized a good
many North American moral standards.
Martin Fontaine’s Elvis Experience cleans up Presley’s life, wiping out
the darker and uglier periods so as to highlight only his amazing
vitality and the perfection of his charm. He pays a huge tribute, no
pun intended, to a once handsome man, fallen and disfigured at the
end of his life, offering him a fountain of youth and embedding in
our memory only the radiance of his finest hours. Martin Fontaine
will be returning to Le Capitole de Québec for a new run of Elvis
Experience. Approach it as if you were attending a play and you’ll see
how incredibly perfect Martin Fontaine’s theatrical work really is. For
2014, I hope Europe will open its arms to him so that the scope of his
acting talent will finally be recognized.
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« Fontaine » de
jouvence au Casino

ETIENNE RANGER, LeDroit

L’instant de quelques heures, Martin Fontaine prend les traits d'Elvis Presley. C’est ce qu’il a fait, hier soir, au
Théâtre du Casino du Lac-Leamy.

MARCHÉ
DE NOËL

Plus de 50 exposants vous y attendent!
Produits du terroir, articles pour la maison,
jouets, poteries, bijoux, vêtements
et accessoires.
Entrée libre
Les 6, 7, 8 et 13, 14, 15 décembre 2013
Vendredis : 12 h à 17 h
Samedis et dimanches : 10 h à 17 h
civilisations.ca/marchedenoel

Partenaire officiel

Partenaire média

OFFREZ LA
DÉCOUVERTE

civilisations.ca/neige
#NeigeEtNous
Une exposition réalisée par le Musée canadien des civilisations
en partenariat avec le Musée J. Armand Bombardier.

POUR Y ALLER :
OÙ ? Théâtre du Casino du LacLeamy
QUAND ? Du 5 au 9 février 2014
RENSEIGNEMENTS ? Billetterie
du Théâtre ; 1-877-977-7970,
ticketmaster.ca

100, rue Laurier, Gatineau QC

819-776-7000

LEDROIT, LE JEUDI 12 DÉCEMBRE 2013

Du bout des bottes santiags à la
pointe des rouflaquettes, Martin
Fontaine a fait vibrer le « King »
en lui au Théâtre du Casino.
Depuis hier et jusqu’à dimanche,
l’incroyable personnificateur
fait son grand retour en Elvis
Presley avec Elvis Experience,
un concert inspiré des années
Las Vegas.
Jackpot ! C’est le mot juste pour
qualifier l’ambitieux et prometteur hommage que le chanteur,
ses nombreux musiciens et ses
choristes rendent au « King »
après le précédent spectacle
Elvis Story.
Sur scène, rien n’est trop beau
pour recréer l’illusion : une
vingtaine de musiciens, cordes,
cuivres, guitares, percussions,
huit choristes, et bien sûr l’âme
de cet ensemble digne de la
période Vegas d’Elvis, Martin
Fontaine, dont les talents pour
incarner la légende américaine
ne sont plus à démontrer.
En forme et en voix, visiblement heureux d’être de retour
sur scène, le sosie québécois se
glisse brillamment dans la peau
de celui qu’on avait surnommé
en son temps « Elvis the Pelvis ».
Souriant et joueur sur Love me
tender, le crooner grimé s’amuse
avec le public, s’élance dans la
salle serrer des mains et claquer
la bise, tortille des fesses comme
un Elvis new wave. Le poitrail
mi-nu et la cuisse frétillante,
Martin Fontaine joue au danseur sexy en tournoyant avec
son micro pendant That’s alright
Mama, I got a woman et My babe.
Sur Love me, c’est distribution
généralisée d’écharpes bleues
pour celles qui se seront déplacées dans la fosse. La seconde
partie, plus dynamique, réservera de belles surprises endiablées,
dont Suspicious Minds et Blue
suede shoes.
Si l’heure est encore aux
réglages, notamment pour fluidifier les enchaînements dans
la première partie, le son est
déjà compact et ample sans être
assourdissant, les lumières et les
films projetés en fond de scène
sont à la hauteur, sans voler la
vedette à la musique. Sa voix est
(presque) aussi belle que celle de
son idole.
Un régal que de voir se déchaîner la trentaine d’artistes sur

scène, un peu de nostalgie aussi… « Je me souviens du jour
où il est décédé, le 16 août 1977,
Memphis était une ville morte »,
fait partager Claude pendant
l’entracte. À plein régime, cet
Elvis Experience devrait faire
des ravages… Rock’n’Roll will
never die !

IMAGE : kaboom.ca – Traîneau pour enfant © SMCC, photo Steven Darby
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From the soles of his cowboy boots to the tips of his sideburns,
Martin Fontaine has again unleashed his inner “King.” Last night, at
the Théâtre du Casino, the amazing impersonator made his triumphant return as Elvis Presley in Elvis Experience, a production
inspired by the Las Vegas years, which will run until Sunday.
Bonanza! That would be the most appropriate word to describe the
ambitious and promising tribute that the singer and his many musicians and backup vocalists pay to the “King”, in a show which follows
on the heels of Elvis Story.
On stage, all the stops have been pulled to properly recreate the illusion: some 20 musicians, string and brass sections, guitars, percussion, 8 backup singers and, of course, the heart and soul of this
ensemble worthy of Elvis’ Vegas years, Martin Fontaine, who has
already firmly established his talent for portraying the American
icon.
In shape both physically and vocally, and obviously happy to be back
on stage, the Quebec lookalike steps brilliantly into the shoes of the
man who in his time was known as “Elvis the Pelvis.”
All smiles and playing the game for Love Me Tender, the made-up
crooner has fun with his audience, steps out into the crowd to shake
hands and dole out kisses, wriggling his backside like a “new wave”
Elvis. With his half-bared chest and quivering thighs, Martin Fontaine
plays the part of the sexy dancer, twirling his microphone during
That’s Alright Mama, I Got a Woman and My Babe. During Love Me,
blue scarves are handed out freely to all those who manage to make
their way up to the stage. The more dynamic second half has wonderful and spirited surprises in store, including Suspicious Minds and
Blue Suede Shoes.
Although there’s still some last-minute adjustments to be made,
notably to make the transitions between songs more fluid in the first
half of the show, the sound is already compact and rich without
being deafening, and the lights and films on the rear projection
screen hold the course without overshadowing the music. His voice
is (almost) as resonant as his idol’s.
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Du bout des bottes santiags à la
pointe des rouflaquettes, Martin
Fontaine a fait vibrer le « King »
en lui au Théâtre du Casino.
Depuis hier et jusqu’à dimanche,
l’incroyable personnificateur
fait son grand retour en Elvis
Presley avec Elvis Experience,
un concert inspiré des années
Las Vegas.
Jackpot ! C’est le mot juste pour
qualifier l’ambitieux et prometteur hommage que le chanteur,
ses nombreux musiciens et ses
choristes rendent au « King »
après le précédent spectacle
Elvis Story.
Sur scène, rien n’est trop beau
pour recréer l’illusion : une
vingtaine de musiciens, cordes,
cuivres, guitares, percussions,
huit choristes, et bien sûr l’âme
de cet ensemble digne de la
période Vegas d’Elvis, Martin
Fontaine, dont les talents pour
incarner la légende américaine
ne sont plus à démontrer.
En forme et en voix, visiblement heureux d’être de retour
sur scène, le sosie québécois se
glisse brillamment dans la peau
de celui qu’on avait surnommé
en son temps « Elvis the Pelvis ».
Souriant et joueur sur Love me
tender, le crooner grimé s’amuse
avec le public, s’élance dans la
salle serrer des mains et claquer
la bise, tortille des fesses comme
un Elvis new wave. Le poitrail
mi-nu et la cuisse frétillante,
Martin Fontaine joue au danseur sexy en tournoyant avec
son micro pendant That’s alright
Mama, I got a woman et My babe.
Sur Love me, c’est distribution
généralisée d’écharpes bleues
pour celles qui se seront déplacées dans la fosse. La seconde
partie, plus dynamique, réservera de belles surprises endiablées,
dont Suspicious Minds et Blue
suede shoes.
Si l’heure est encore aux
réglages, notamment pour fluidifier les enchaînements dans
la première partie, le son est
déjà compact et ample sans être
assourdissant, les lumières et les
films projetés en fond de scène
sont à la hauteur, sans voler la
vedette à la musique. Sa voix est
(presque) aussi belle que celle de
son idole.
Un régal que de voir se déchaîner la trentaine d’artistes sur

scène, un peu de nostalgie aussi… « Je me souviens du jour
où il est décédé, le 16 août 1977,
Memphis était une ville morte »,
fait partager Claude pendant
l’entracte. À plein régime, cet
Elvis Experience devrait faire
des ravages… Rock’n’Roll will
never die !

ETIENNE RANGER, LeDroit

L’instant de quelques heures, Martin Fontaine prend les traits d'Elvis Presley. C’est ce qu’il a fait, hier soir, au
Théâtre du Casino du Lac-Leamy.
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THE ELVIS EXPERIENCE SHOW WAS INSPIRED BY
LAS VEGAS
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Le spectacle Elvis Experience s’inspire
de Las Vegas
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pour celles qui se seront déplacées dans la fosse. La seconde
partie, plus dynamique, réservera de belles surprises endiablées,
dont Suspicious Minds et Blue
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Si l’heure est encore aux
réglages, notamment pour fluidifier les enchaînements dans
la première partie, le son est
déjà compact et ample sans être
assourdissant, les lumières et les
films projetés en fond de scène
sont à la hauteur, sans voler la
vedette à la musique. Sa voix est
(presque) aussi belle que celle de
son idole.
Un régal que de voir se déchaîner la trentaine d’artistes sur

scène, un peu de nostalgie aussi… « Je me souviens du jour
où il est décédé, le 16 août 1977,
Memphis était une ville morte »,
fait partager Claude pendant
l’entracte. À plein régime, cet
Elvis Experience devrait faire
des ravages… Rock’n’Roll will
never die !
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L’instant de quelques heures, Martin Fontaine prend les traits d'Elvis Presley. C’est ce qu’il a fait, hier soir, au
Théâtre du Casino du Lac-Leamy.
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POUR Y ALLER :

For a few hours, Martin Fontaine takes on the persona of Elvis
Presley. Which is just what he did last night at the Théâtre du Casino
du Lac-Leamy.

OÙ ? Théâtre du Casino du LacLeamy
QUAND ? Du 5 au 9 février 2014
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du Théâtre ; 1-877-977-7970,
ticketmaster.ca
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CAPTION:

« Fontaine » de
jouvence au Casino
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It was quite a treat to see the 30-odd performers let loose on stage,
and there was a touch of nostalgia too… “I remember the day he
died, on August 16th, 1977. Memphis was a ghost town,” Claude reminisced during intermission. Full speed ahead! Elvis Experience will
undoubtedly be a smash hit… Rock n’ roll will never die!
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De retour sous les paillettes du King
MAUD CUCCHI
mcucchi@ledroit.com

tré par son interprétation de
cette biographie musicale en 15
tableaux. Et non des moindres
puisqu’il s’agissait de faire
revivre la figure mythique du
père fondateur du rock’n’roll,
modèle fécond de sosies et de
fans. « Mais j’avais besoin de
me retrouver, de faire autre
chose », reconnaît Martin Fontaine, alors lassé par son rôle.
Le chanteur-acteur-danseur
se tournera ensuite vers diffé-

Après quelque 1500 représentations d’Elvis Story sur trois continents, Martin Fontaine endossera de nouveau favoris, tenues
blanches à franges et paillettes.
Son tout nouveau show, Elvis
Experience s’installe au Théâtre
du Casino du Lac-Leamy du 11
au 15 décembre prochain, mais

« J’ai retrouvé une liberté qu’[Elvis Story],
plus formel et structuré, ne permettait pas. »
— Martin Fontaine
rents projets, dont Showman,
consacré à la musique noire,
ainsi que l’enregistrement de
l’album Sunny et la tournée avec
son groupe The Groovy Good
Times. Salvateur, l’exercice lui
redonnera le goût du contact
avec la foule.

affiche déjà complet à ces dates.
Des supplémentaires prévues du
5 au 9 février devraient satisfaire
les retardataires.
Cela faisait 12 ans que l’illustre personnificateur incarnait le King, retenu sur scène
à la suite du succès rencon-

ARCHIVES, Le Soleil

« Les spectateurs que je rencontrais alors me disaient que le personnage d’Elvis leur manquait,
se souvient Martin Fontaine.
Je me suis rendu compte qu’il
y avait une réelle demande et
j’étais fin prêt à me rapproprier
son personnage, à retrouver ce
que j’aime le plus chez lui, son
énergie, son charisme et l’effet
qu’il produit sur les gens. »

15 DÉCEMBRE
11 h ET 15 h 2 À 8 ANS

La musique d’abord

Elvis Experience s’est fait avec
l’accord d’Elvis Presley Enterprises, contrôleur rigoureux de
tout ce qui concerne le King de
par le monde – et qui renouvelle
les alliances sur des contrats de
trois années et pour des territoires précis.
Martin Fontaine se surprend
à rêver de Las Vegas. « Il y a une
place à prendre depuis que le
Cirque du Soleil n’y présente
plus Viva Elvis. »
Las Vegas, cité de tous les
mirages dorés en espèces sonnantes et trébuchantes…

POUR Y ALLER :
OÙ ? Théâtre du Casino du
Lac-Leamy
QUAND ? Du 11 au 15 décembre
et du 5 au 9 février
RENSEIGNEMENTS ?
Billetterie du Théâtre ;
1-877-977-7970, ticketmaster.ca

Accompagné par les chœurs et l’orchestre de la Société philharmonique du Nouveau Monde

Michel Brousseau, Chef
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Exit les pauses narratives et
les images d’archives, les digressions historiques et didactiques
du précédent show, lequel
s’adressait aussi bien aux inconditionnels du chanteur mythique
qu’aux plus jeunes générations.
D’Elvis, il ne gardera que la
moelle des meilleures années :
le concept de son nouveau
spectacle se concentre sur la
musique uniquement, celle des
prestations à Las Vegas en 1971
et 1972, alors que le King était

au sommet de sa forme et de sa
popularité.
« Je m’amuse plus que jamais
avec le personnage, assure-t-il,
car j’ai retrouvé une liberté que le
précédent spectacle, plus formel
et structuré, ne permettait pas. »
Son défi reste le même : il ne
s’agit pas seulement de l’imiter ou de lui ressembler physiquement, mais de réussir à se
fondre complètement dans le
personnage, jusqu’au fameux
déhanchement – « il utilise beaucoup de mouvements de karaté »,
note l’acteur – au moindre tic
ou rictus. Et faire en sorte que
la magie de l’âge d’or opère de
nouveau dans un jeu savant de
« rock’n’rôle ».
Ce ne sont pas moins de 33
artistes qui évolueront sur scène
avec lui, dont un ensemble de
24 musiciens accompagnés de
huit choristes, parmi lesquels
la femme de Martin Fontaine
prend les traits de Kathy Westmoreland.
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BILLETTERIE : 819 243 -2525

SALLEODYSSEE.CA

Les plus belles valses de Strauss et plus

le samedi 14 décembre 2013 à 19 h 30
Saint Brigid’s Centre for the Arts (310, rue St-Patrick, Ottawa)
Billets :
Étudiant : 10 $
Admission générale : 30 $
Places réservées : 40 $
Disponibles chez: CD Warehouse,
Compact Music, The Leading Note, Books on Beechwood,
www.ottawaclassicalchoir.com
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BACK AS A SEQUINED KING

tré par son interprétation de
cette biographie musicale en 15
tableaux. Et non des moindres
puisqu’il s’agissait de faire
revivre la figure mythique du
père fondateur du rock’n’roll,
modèle fécond de sosies et de
fans. « Mais j’avais besoin de
me retrouver, de faire autre
chose », reconnaît Martin Fontaine, alors lassé par son rôle.
Le chanteur-acteur-danseur
se tournera ensuite vers diffé-

Après quelque 1500 représentations d’Elvis Story sur trois continents, Martin Fontaine endossera de nouveau favoris, tenues
blanches à franges et paillettes.
Son tout nouveau show, Elvis
Experience s’installe au Théâtre
du Casino du Lac-Leamy du 11
au 15 décembre prochain, mais

« J’ai retrouvé une liberté qu’[Elvis Story],
plus formel et structuré, ne permettait pas. »
— Martin Fontaine
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affiche déjà complet à ces dates.
Des supplémentaires prévues du
5 au 9 février devraient satisfaire
les retardataires.
Cela faisait 12 ans que l’illustre personnificateur incarnait le King, retenu sur scène
à la suite du succès rencon-

rents projets, dont Showman,
consacré à la musique noire,
ainsi que l’enregistrement de
l’album Sunny et la tournée avec
son groupe The Groovy Good
Times. Salvateur, l’exercice lui
redonnera le goût du contact
avec la foule.

“I regained a certain freedom that [Elvis Story], more formal
and structured, couldn’t give to me.” — Martin Fontaine

The singer-actor-dancer therefore moved on to various other projects, like Showman, dedicated to African-American music, as well as
recording the album Sunny and touring with his band The Groovy
Good Times, a salutary exercise that reignited his passion for audience interaction.
“The spectators I encountered would tell me that they missed the
Elvis character,” Martin Fontaine recalls. “I realized there was a real
demand and I was ready to embrace the role once again, to reclaim
what I admire the most about him: his energy, his charisma and the
effect he had on people.”

FIRST OFF, THE MUSIC
Out go the narrative breaks and archival footage, the historical and
educational detours of the previous show, which targeted both the
mythical singer’s die-hard fans and younger generations.
Elvis Experience retains only the very essence of Elvis’s golden years:
this new production focuses solely on the music from the shows the
King gave in Las Vegas in 1971 and 1972 when he was in top form and
at the peak of his popularity.
“I’m having more fun than ever with the character, he asserts,
because I have regained a certain freedom that the previous show,
more formal and structured, couldn’t give to me.”

au sommet de sa forme et de sa
popularité.
« Je m’amuse plus que jamais
avec le personnage, assure-t-il,
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s’agit pas seulement de l’imiter ou de lui ressembler physiquement, mais de réussir à se
fondre complètement dans le
personnage, jusqu’au fameux
déhanchement – « il utilise beaucoup de mouvements de karaté »,
note l’acteur – au moindre tic
ou rictus. Et faire en sorte que
la magie de l’âge d’or opère de
nouveau dans un jeu savant de
« rock’n’rôle ».
Ce ne sont pas moins de 33
artistes qui évolueront sur scène
avec lui, dont un ensemble de
24 musiciens accompagnés de
huit choristes, parmi lesquels
la femme de Martin Fontaine
prend les traits de Kathy Westmoreland.

Elvis Experience s’est fait avec
l’accord d’Elvis Presley Enterprises, contrôleur rigoureux de
tout ce qui concerne le King de
par le monde – et qui renouvelle
les alliances sur des contrats de
trois années et pour des territoires précis.
Martin Fontaine se surprend
à rêver de Las Vegas. « Il y a une
place à prendre depuis que le
Cirque du Soleil n’y présente
plus Viva Elvis. »
Las Vegas, cité de tous les
mirages dorés en espèces sonnantes et trébuchantes…

POUR Y ALLER :
OÙ ? Théâtre du Casino du
Lac-Leamy
QUAND ? Du 11 au 15 décembre
et du 5 au 9 février
RENSEIGNEMENTS ?
Billetterie du Théâtre ;
1-877-977-7970, ticketmaster.ca
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Exit les pauses narratives et
les images d’archives, les digressions historiques et didactiques
du précédent show, lequel
s’adressait aussi bien aux inconditionnels du chanteur mythique
qu’aux plus jeunes générations.
D’Elvis, il ne gardera que la
moelle des meilleures années :
le concept de son nouveau
spectacle se concentre sur la
musique uniquement, celle des
prestations à Las Vegas en 1971
et 1972, alors que le King était

SU

The famous impersonator had been playing the King for 12 years,
locked into the role following the success of his portrayal in the
musical biography, which was divided into 15 tableaus. And it wasn’t
the easiest of roles either, as it entailed bringing the mythical figure
and founding father of rock ’n’ roll back to life, a model with a
plethora of both lookalikes and fans. “But I needed some time off
alone, to do something else”, admits Martin Fontaine, who had tired
of his role at the time.

La musique d’abord

RE

After some 1,500 presentations of Elvis Story on 3 continents, Martin
Fontaine once again dons the sideburns and white sequined jumpsuits with fringes. His brand new Elvis Experience will be showing at
the Théâtre du Casino du Lac-Leamy from December 11th to 15th, but
is already sold-out for those dates. The additional shows scheduled
from February 5th to 9th should however please any latecomers.

ARCHIVES, Le Soleil

« Les spectateurs que je rencontrais alors me disaient que le personnage d’Elvis leur manquait,
se souvient Martin Fontaine.
Je me suis rendu compte qu’il
y avait une réelle demande et
j’étais fin prêt à me rapproprier
son personnage, à retrouver ce
que j’aime le plus chez lui, son
énergie, son charisme et l’effet
qu’il produit sur les gens. »

15 DÉCEMBRE
11 h ET 15 h 2 À 8 ANS
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le samedi 14 décembre 2013 à 19 h 30
Saint Brigid’s Centre for the Arts (310, rue St-Patrick, Ottawa)
Billets :
Étudiant : 10 $
Admission générale : 30 $
Places réservées : 40 $
Disponibles chez: CD Warehouse,
Compact Music, The Leading Note, Books on Beechwood,
www.ottawaclassicalchoir.com
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However, his challenge remains the same: to not simply imitate or
resemble him physically, but rather to successfully immerse himself
in the character, from the famous hip shaking – “he uses a lot of
karate moves”, the actor points out – to each tiny tic and mannerism.
And to see to it that all the magic of this golden era comes across in
this clever play of “rock ’n’ role”.
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se souvient Martin Fontaine.
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y avait une réelle demande et
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Las Vegas, City of gold-plated mirages of cold hard cash…
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Martin Fontaine has caught himself dreaming of Vegas. “There’s a
niche that needs to be filled ever since the Cirque du Soleil stopped
presenting Viva Elvis.”

Elvis Experience s’est fait avec
l’accord d’Elvis Presley Enterprises, contrôleur rigoureux de
tout ce qui concerne le King de
par le monde – et qui renouvelle
les alliances sur des contrats de
trois années et pour des territoires précis.
Martin Fontaine se surprend
à rêver de Las Vegas. « Il y a une
place à prendre depuis que le
Cirque du Soleil n’y présente
plus Viva Elvis. »
Las Vegas, cité de tous les
mirages dorés en espèces sonnantes et trébuchantes…

Accompagné par les chœurs et l’orchestre de la Société philharmonique du Nouveau Monde
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Elvis Experience was produced with consent from Elvis Presley
Enterprises, which maintains strict control over all things related to
the King worldwide – and has renewed its alliance on three-year
contracts for specific venues.
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No less than 33 performers accompany him on stage, with an ensemble of 24 musicians and 8 backup singers, including Martin Fontaine’s
wife who assumes the role of Kathy Westmoreland.
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Saint Brigid’s Centre for the Arts (310, rue St-Patrick, Ottawa)
Billets :
Étudiant : 10 $
Admission générale : 30 $
Places réservées : 40 $
Disponibles chez: CD Warehouse,
Compact Music, The Leading Note, Books on Beechwood,
www.ottawaclassicalchoir.com
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TREMENDOUS START
FOR ELVIS
Yves Leclerc
Le Journal de Québec
Ticket sales are going strong for Elvis Experience, the show that will
be presented this summer at Le Théâtre Capitole. By the end of
yesterday afternoon, more than 11,000 tickets had already found
takers. “If things keep going, between 60% and 65% of available
tickets will have been bought during the very first day of sales. I’m
very happy. We should be sold-out by the end of this month”, said
Mr. Pilote, owner of Le Théâtre Capitole, in a phone interview
given yesterday.
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ELVIS IS BACK
AT LE CAPITOLE

MARTIN FONTAINE RETAKES THE KING’S SUITS
IN ELVIS EXPERIENCE
Pierre O. Nadeau
Le Journal de Québec
Elvis Story is dead. Long live Elvis Experience, a surprise production
presented this summer at Le Théâtre Capitole, with a brand new
stunning concept bringing together 32 musicians and backup singers
on stage with Martin Fontaine!
“I would have never returned to the old format. I’ve moved on now,
and I think the public has too. We needed to come up with something different”, explains Martin Fontaine, who’s happy to be coming
home, while praising this new concept that recreates all the magic of
an Elvis Presley concert during his glory years at the Las Vegas Hilton.
Le Capitole will celebrate its 20th anniversary with a series of 20 performances of Elvis Experience from June 27th to July 27th 2013 (tickets
go on sale Monday at 9 a.m.).
24 MUSICIANS!
The production will mainly be a musical extravaganza, thanks to the
participation of 24 musicians and 8 backup singers, virtually all
recruited from Quebec City.
It’s the same entourage as Elvis Presley had for his 837 performances
at the Las Vegas Hilton from 1969 to 1977. The Quebec cast will even
feature vintage elements of the era, while showcasing the appropriate costumes and hairstyles.
ONE HAPPY KING
“I think that the people who enjoyed Elvis Story will be enchanted
by this new production, which will allow them to discover a different
King, one who is, above all, happy to be back on stage after spending
so many years working in the film industry”, explains Martin Fontaine.
He adds: “It’s a show where Elvis was free to do just about anything
he wanted: fool around with his audience, change songs on the spur
of the moment, and improvise with everything and nothing. He had
never seemed so connected to his public, who were hugely pleased,
and that’s what we want to offer people with Elvis Experience.”
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After 1,200 performances of Elvis Story attended by over one million
spectators in Quebec City alone, Martin Fontaine put an end to the
adventure 6 years ago. “But I’d never said farewell to Elvis. I was just
waiting for the right opportunity to come back with something new,
which would appeal to me, and to the public.”
NOT A REHASH OF OLD MATERIAL
Jean Pilote, owner of Le Capitole, who negotiated a new licensing
agreement with Elvis Presley Enterprises, also wanted to make it
clear that “trying to make too much of a good thing” or “rehashing
old material” was out of the question; hence the idea of a new show
“where music would take pride of place, with 32 musicians and backup singers accompanying Martin Fontaine on stage”.
THE KING AND QUEEN
The fact is that next summer Le Capitole de Québec will have its
King and Queen, presenting the King in July and The Queen
Extravaganza in August, in addition to our Tribute to Johnny Cash,
which will be in its final season at the Cabaret du Capitole.

HIGHLIGHTS:
The Elvis Story production was presented from 1995 to 2007
(starring Martin Fontaine) and then again in 2009 and 2010 (starring
2 other American impersonators.) The production resulted in 1,500
representations given around the world in Canada, France, the United
States, Japan and China, in front of almost 1,700,000 spectators.
Elvis Presley performed 837 shows to a sold-out crowd at the Las
Vegas Hilton in front of 2.5 million spectators.

CAPTION:
Martin Fontaine returns with his portrayal of the King of rock ’n ’roll
in Elvis Experience, presented at Le Capitole from June 27th to July
27th 2013. The artist is also in charge of the show’s stage and artistic
direction.
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ELVIS PRESLEY COMES
BACK TO LIFE THIS SUMMER
AT LE CAPITOLE
JOSÉE GUIMOND
Le Soleil
(Quebec City) To mark the 20th anniversary of the reopening of Le
Théâtre Capitole, owner Jean Pilote came up with the idea of bringing back the central figure of the concert hall’s signature show which
ran for 14 years, Elvis Story. Though Elvis is back in the building from
June 27th to July 27th, this time it’s in a brand new production, which
also marks the return of the ever-popular Elvis Story impersonator
for 12 years running, Martin Fontaine.
This summer’s show is not a rerun of Elvis Story. Elvis Experience is
instead a historical re-enactment of the performance the King gave
837 times in Las Vegas from 1969 to 1976, first at the International
Hotel, later renamed the Las Vegas Hilton. On the stage at Le
Capitole, in addition to Elvis Fontaine, the 20 performances will feature 24 musicians and 8 backup singers in a vintage packaging that
will respect the set list of the time.
The production team (the one at Le Capitole, in association with
Martin Fontaine’s Spectrek) has been granted access by Elvis Presley
Enterprises, to all the documentation of the time needed to recreate
Las Vegas in Quebec City: archive photos and footage, recordings,
costumes, the set lists for the concerts, and even the menu served at
the dinner shows will be the same as in Vegas (steak and lobster, for
those interested). In order to create Elvis Experience, Le Capitole has
therefore renewed (and modified) its license with Elvis Presley
Enterprises for three more years.
The idea of celebrating Le Capitole’s 20th anniversary with Elvis came
from Jean Pilote. “It was my idea, but Martin was the one who suggested the concept of the Las Vegas show, which was already the
most popular segment of Elvis Story. A good idea... but still a somewhat risky one. I was nervous... and I still am! I was worried people
would say I was pushing things a bit too far. But we’re back with a
brand new show, starring Martin too, and we feel like taking this
adventure on the road elsewhere.” This is an adventure that will ultimately require an investment of over half a million dollars. Not that
much really,” Mr. Pilote considers, however, “because apart from the
human investment, the re-enactment is pulled off with virtually no
sets, for example.”
As for Elvis Fontaine, oh sorry Martin Fontaine, there was a lingering
impression that he and Jean Pilote were not on the best of terms
when they parted ways following Elvis Story 1.0. Nothing of the sort,
the two of them swear. “Of course, personally, after 12 years, I wanted to take a step back, because I was starting to feel restricted within
my ‘role.’
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But I’d never closed the door on the character”, asserts Fontaine, who
this time is also happy to take on the roles of producer, artistic director and stage director.
“And with this new show, I’ve got a newfound freedom with Elvis,
even though we’ll be recreating a show that previously existed,” he
goes on to say. “What’s more, the Vegas era allows us to delve into
his entire repertoire. Yes, it’s a format, but a free format that will
evolve.”
Martin Fontaine (who is 48) has not set a time limit for personifying
Elvis (who died at 42) and is willing to do so “for as long as I’m credible!” he says, with a laugh. And judging by the short rendition he
gave during the announcement on Tuesday, he is still VERY credible.
A pre-sale of Elvis Experience tickets starts this morning at 9 a.m. for
subscribers to Le Capitole’s newsletter and will be available to the
general public on Monday, also at 9 a.m., for a flat rate of $65 (show
only) at Le Capitole’s box office (418 694-4444) or at lecapitole.com.

VIVA LAS VEGAS?
For the time being, Elvis Experience will take the stage only 20 times
this summer (20 times for 20 years, that’s the idea), without the
option of additional shows (as the Queen Extravaganza will be setting up at Le Capitole in August).
But we have a hard time believing that we’ll be hanging up Mr.
Presley’s costumes for good after just one month of performances.
“Our plan is to go on tour outside Quebec,” Jean Pilote admits. The
show could hit the road as early as this fall, but more likely next
spring, in France or Atlantic City, for example, and then we’d return
to Quebec City for a run next summer, the door remains open, maintains Le Capitole’s owner. The Plains of Abraham, while we’re at it? It
has crossed our mind, Mr. Pilote says, with a smile.
But the utmost dream, for both Jean Pilote and Martin Fontaine,
would be to present Elvis Experience in its natural setting, in Las
Vegas, and why not, maybe even at the Las Vegas Hilton. “It’s not yet
a done deal but that’s what we’re hoping for”, says Jean Pilote. “We’ve
tried to go there on several occasions [with Elvis Story]... and we’re
still trying”, Martin Fontaine adds with confidence. To be continued.

CAPTIONS:
Elvis Experience will be a historical re-enactment of the show performed by the King (portrayed by Martin Fontaine) 837 times in Las
Vegas during the 70s.
The idea of celebrating Le Capitole’s 20th anniversary with Elvis came
from Jean Pilote, owner of Le Théâtre Capitole.

